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a strong annual cycle which consists of
generally southward (upwelling - favorable)
winds in the spring and summer and strong
variable winds in the winter. The middle
and outer shelf in thi s regi on has a mud/
-- - - - - - -- --
sil ty-sand bottom and is genèrallyu charac-
terized by an absence of large-scale bed-
forms (Cacchione et al., 1983), hence rela-
tively well-behaved near-bottom flow was
expected and found in CODE-1 (Grant et al.,
1984) . Fi nally, the proximity of adequate
port and laboratory facilities in San Fran-
cisco, Bodega Bay, and Newport (Oregon),
combi ned with the use of a dedi cated re-
search vessel, the R/V Wecoma, simplified
the logistics in studying this regiono
The CODE-1 resul ts showed that the cur-
rent fiel d was highly coherent in the vert-
i cal, but exhibi ted 1 arger than expected
horizontal mesoscale variability over the
shel f and suggested that the flow over both
shelf and slope may be strongly influenced
by offshore eddy features, distant and local
wind forcing, and local topographic features
like Pto Arena and Pt. Reyes. As a result,
the second small-seal e experiment, CODE-2,
was designed with reduced vert i ca 1 but
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Figure 1. The region of the CODE-2 small-
scale experiment shown in relationship to
the rest of the California coast and adja-
cent continental shelf. The locations of the
1 arge-sca 1 e pressure array and the Cal ifor-
nia wind and sea level stations are also
i ncl uded.
mesoscale variability in all parameterso
The major observational elements in CODE-2
were: (a) moored arrays instrumented to
measure wind velocity, ai r temperature,
atmospheric pressure, relative humidity,
solar radiation, current velocity, water
temperature, conducti vi ty, bottom pressure,
and to estimate bottom stress, (b) shipboard
observations of water temperature, conduc-
tivity, and current velocity as a function
of depth and (c) ai rc raft observati ons of
wind velocity, wind stress, sea surface tem-
perature, surface drifter moti on, and atmos-
pheri c structure. Satell i te-derived sea
surface temperature data and coastal zone
color scanner (CICS) data were collected,
and auxi 1 i ary measurements of wi nd, atmos-
pheric pressure, and sea level at appropri-
ate coastal stati ons and envi ronmental buoys
were also obtainedo The individual princi-
pal investigators responsible for these
different observational components are
1 is ted in Table 1.
The moored current meter program was
designed to examine the vertical and hori-
zontal structure of the current and temper-
ature fi el ds over the shel f and upper slopeo















ings was deployed consisting of three main
cross-shelf subarrays and a lightly instru-
mented cross-she! f array just north of Pt,
Arena. A p1 an vi ew of the CODE-2 moored
array design is shown in Figure 2, and a
schematic side view given in Figure 3. The
three main cross-shelf subarrayswere lab-
eled the N (North), C (Central), and R
(Ross) lines, and consisted of moorings
deployed at the 60 m, 90 m and 130 m i so-
baths which characterize the inner, mid-
and outer shelf. The individual mooring
sites are denoted by a letter indicating
the c ross-she1 f subarray followed by an
integer indicating the water depth, with 2,
3 and 4 referri ng to 60, 90, and 130 m,
respectively. Current meters were gen-
erally deployed at common depths through-
out the arrayal though addi ti ona1 i nstru-
ments were deployed at C2 and C3 to reso1 ve
the near-surface flow. A current meter
moori ng (C5) was a1 so deployed at 400 m
depth over the upper slope as part of the
central c ross-she1 f subarray located off
Stewart i s Poi nt near Sea Ranch. The I
cross-shelf subarray deployed north of
Poi nt Arena near I ri sh Gu1 ch consi sted of
moorings supporti ng three current meters
20' INSTMEN/MOOING co
V I
. Cu meter moing
+ BoI1 f¥ re
m Boom s1 reà DA
10'~ 'T Wind rede
.. Tide guo
18 T/C chin, prre
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Figure 2. The CODE-2 moored array design, showing the
10catioris of the pri ncipa1 CODE-2 measurement si tes along
Irish (I), north (N), central (C), and Ross (R) cross-shelf
transects. The instrumentation and mooring code indicates
the type of measurement made at each site.
5
TABLE 1: CODE Pri ncipa1 Investi gators
deployed at 90 m (13) and 130 M (14). As
part of the moored current meter array,
meteoro 1 ogi ca 1. buoys were deployed at C2,
C3, C4, and C5 along the central 1 ine and
at N3 and R3 along the ~ m isobath.
Coastal sea level measurements we re ob-
tai ned for Arena Cove (near Poi nt Arena) and
Pt. Reyes, and bottom pressure/temperature
instruments were deployed at S4, R2, C2,
C3, C4, C4A, N2 and 14 (see Fi gure 2) to
(a) measure the a10ng- and cross-shelf
structure of the pressure field and (b) al-
L ow estimation of the a10ng- and cross-she1 f
pressure gradi ents in the regi on of the
CODE-2 small-scale array. An additional
bottom pressure/temperature instrument was
deployed along the 130 m isobath at B4,
(see Figure 1) as part of the large-scale
component. The bottom pressure observations
were augmented by synthetic subsurface pres-
sure data computed from coastal sea level
and atmospheric pressure observations at
coastal stations along the West Coast óf
North America (see Figure 1).
In general, several di fferent types of
moori ng s were dep 1 oyed at eac h si te in the
CODE-2 moored array. Near-surface current
meters were supported by surface .buoys which
Investigator (Affiliation) Researc h Area
J. Allen (OSU) Large-scale atmospheric pressure, winds, and coastal
sea-level observations.
A. Huyer (OSU) Hydrography.
R. Davis/C. Winant (SIO) Small-scale current and temperature measurements,
Lagrangi an flow measurements, shipboard current meas-
urements, and sate11 ite data.
W. Brown/J. Iri sh (UlJH) Bottom pressure measurements, density chain and upward
Doppler profi1er measurements.
W. Grant/A. Williams III (WHOI)
D. Cacchione/D. Drake (USGS)
Bottom stress measurements, swell and wind-wave cli-
mate, bottom topography and geology.
R. Beardsley (WWI) Long-tenn current and temperature observati ons, sma11-
scale buoy wind, current and temperature measurements,
overall program coordination.
C. Friehe (NCAR/U.C. Irvine) Ai rc raft measurements of wi nd, wi nd stress, and p1 ane-
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Figure 3. A three-dimensional schematic of the CODE-2 moored array. Current meter
locations are identified by (e), meteorological buoys (.I:), the temperature/conduc-
tivity chain (0), the bottom stress instrumentation (.d~), bottom pressure/
temperature recorders (*), and coastal meteorological stations (0).
were ei ther in st rumented meteoro 1 ogi ca 1
buoys or uni nstrumented guard buoys. Deepe r
current meters and the thenni stor/conduc-
tivity chains were deployed on subsurface
moorings which were set between clusters of
surface buoys to hel p protect the subsurface
mooring from fishing and shipping activity.
The bottom i nstrumentati on was generally
set as close to the cl uster of surface buoys
as poss i bl e. A detai 1 ed plan vi ew of the
individual moorings deployed at each site
is given in Figure 4. The individual moor-
ings at a site are distinguished by the
letter following the site identification.
The following scheme was generally used,
however, some exceptions were made. Unin-
strumented surface buoys supporting sub-
surface i nstrumentati on were 1 abell ed A,
instrumented surface buoys, some of which
supported subsurface instrumentation, were
1 abell ed B, uni nstrumented guard buoys were
labelled either G or H, and subsurface cur-
rent meter and thermi stor/conducti vi ty c hai n
moorings were labelled S. The relative
positions have been determined from a com-
bination of radar ranges and bearings,
Loran-C position data, and optical bearings
taken during the deployment and recovery
7
c rui ses and are consi dered to have an esti-
mated uncertainty of :i 50 m. Coordinates
for each mooring are given in Table 2, and
relative positions are shown in Figure 4;
the coordinates are considered to be less
accurate than the positions shown in the
fi gure due to errors in the conversi on of
Loran-C data into latitude and longitude.
A summary of all instrumentation deployed
on the different moorings at each site is
also listed in Table 2.
The CODE-2 moored array was deployed in
stages duri ng a series of cruises conducted
aboard the research vessel Wecoma, by SIO,
UNH, and WHOI between r4arc h 3 and Ap ri 1 2.
The array was al so recovered in stages dur-
ing a series of cruises aboard the Wecoma
during the period July 27 to August 24.
Consequently, the instruments at di fferent
stations had different deployment periods
which are shown in Figure 5 along with the
times duri ng whic h other CODE-2 measurements
were made. Each instrument di d not neces-
sarily record good data for all of its var-
iables for the entire period shown. The
dates of good data return are included in
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Figure 4. The relative positions of indi-
vidual moorings at each station are shown
in the outl i ned boxes. The ori entati on and
horizontal scale are common to all boxes.
with more detai 1 ed desc ri pti ons of the var-
ious moored array data sets.
Whil e the di fferent data sets presented
in this report have been processed and edi-
ted at different laboratories using the
standard procedures and routines used by
each group, some conuon conventi ons have
been used to standardize the basic data
sets. For all vector and scalar vari abl es
that were sampled at intervals less than one
hour, time seri es of one hour vector or
scalar averages, centered on the even hour,
have been constructed (e. g., the val ue as-
signed to 1200 is an average of data col-
1 ected between 1130 and 1230 ). All plots
and statistics presented in this report are
based on these one-hour averaged time series
unless otherwise indicated. Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) is used as the conuon time ref-
erence. Where necessary, time seri es have
been adjusted from Pacific Standard Time
(PST) to Greenwic h Mean Time by the addi-
tion of eight hours (1200 PST corresponds
to 2000 GMT).
The vector current and wi nd data col-
1 ected in the CODE-2 regi on have been rota-
ted into a coordinate system aligned with























SCHEDULE OF CODE -2 DEPLOYMENTS
1982
MAR APR MAY JUNE JULY AUG
5 15 25 5 15 25 5 15 25 5 15 25 5 15 25 5 15 25
i i I I i I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I 'I i I I i I I I I
topography near the central 1 i ne. The new
coordinate system is rotated 43° counter-
cl ockwi se wi th respect to true north. Thus
the along-shelf component is positive to-
°
wards 317 T and the cross-shelf component
is positive towards 47°T. Vector wind data
collected outside of the COOE-1 region as
part of the 1 arge-scal e component have been
rotated differently into a local principal
axes coordi nate system.
A number of different low-pass fi lters
have been used by vari ous CODE i nvesti gators
to analyze the data from thi s experiment.
Some of these fil tered time-seri es are pre-
sented in thi s report, in its predecessor,
the CODE-1 report (Rosenfeld, 1983), and in
other CODE publications. We present here a
compilation of these filters presented in a
manner so as to faci 1 i tate compari son be-
tween them and to enabl e the reader to see
exactly what effect each fi 1 ter has on the
time-seri es to whic hit is app 1 i ed.
Five filters are included, two from
WHOI and one each from SlO, UNH and OSl..
All are non-recursive, symmetri c fil ters.
The total number of weights applied to
hourly time-seri es vari es from 67 to 181.
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Figure 5. Deployment and recovery schedule for
CODE-2 i nstrumentati on.
9
to sum to one was created (shown in Figure 6
for positive time only) and padded with
zeros to get a total of 1000 points for
compari son purposes. Changi ng the seri es
length changes the resolution in the fre-
quency domain of the transfer function, but
does not affect its shape. These seri es
were then fast-Fourier transfonned with a
standard IMSL routine. The resulting amp-,
litude response functions (also known as
gai n or transfer functi ons) are shown in
Figure 7. In the lower part of each plot
where the full frequency range of .001 cph
to .5 cph is shown, a logarithmic scale is
used on the vertical axis with an arbitrary
-4lower cut-off of 10 . The upper part of
each plot is a blow-up of the low frequency
portion of the s~ectrum with a linear scale
on the vertical axis. The locations of the
diurnal and semi-diurnal frequencies on
these plots are marked for easy reference.
The power response function of each filter
is just equal to the square of the ampli-
tude response function. Tabl e 3 summari zes
the characteristics of each of these fil-
ters, i ncl udi ng the number of wei ghts
employed and thei r generating functions,
the half power and half ampl itude points,
10
and the power and ampl i tude at di urnal and
semi -di urna 1 frequenci es.
The re st of thi s report is organi zed in
the foll owi ng way. The coastal and moored
meteorological and moored current observa-
tions made in the CODE-2 small-scale array
shown in Fi gure 2 are presented in Chapters
2 and 3, respectively. Chapter 4 contains
low-pass filtered array plots of the sur-
face wind stress and currents at 10 m. All
moored temperature and conducti vi ty obser-
vati ons and all bottom pressure observa-
tions made in both the CODE-2 small-scale
(Fi gure 2) and the CODE-2 1 arge-scal e array
(Figure 1) are described in Chapters 5 and
6, respecti vely. The fi nal chapter pre-
sents the wind and adjusted coastal sea
1 evel observati ons obtai ned as part of the
CODE-2 1 arge-sca 1 e component.
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Fi gure 6: Normalized wei ghts are
shown for all low-pass filters used
in analysis of CODE data, Only the
positive time axis is shown, All
sets of wei ghts are symmetri c,
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Table 3: Characteristics of Low-Pass Filters Used to Analyze CODE Data are Presented.
lnsti tute WHOI WHOI SIO OSU UNH
Fil ter tlame i PL33 PL64 SINe COSI~E-LANCZOsi i i LAl~CZOS
Generating Function ( 2si n( .061£t) - sin( .031£t) + sin( .091£t) Jii sinht/18) .5(1 + cos(1£t/61) JSi~~~i¡~40) sin( .0561£t)
Fo r Wei ghts .0009 1£ 3t3 .0009 1£3t3 1£t/18 .0561£t
Number of Symmetric 67 129 181 121 73
Weights in Filter
Hal f Power Point 38h 38h 38h 46h 44h
Half Amplitude Point 33h 33h 36h 40h 36h
Power at 24.39h .00281 .00128 . 00026 . 00004 . 00398
Amplitude at 24.39h . 05299 . 03582 . 01620 .00618 .06305
Power at 12.5h . 00003 . 00000 . 00000 . 00000 . 00000
Amplitude at 12.5h .00544 . 0000 2 .00194 .00007 .00168
i. The names used are those by which each institution refers to its filter.
ii. PL33 was developed by C. Flagg and R. Beardsley (Flagg, Vermrsch and deardsley, 1976) by doing an FFT on a number of points
generated from a function which is piecewise parabolic and linear (hence the name PL) in the frequency domain. The algorithm
shown here, used for both PL33 and PL64, is an analyti c transfonn of that same functi on.
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The Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment
(CODE) is a multi-institutional field ob-
servation and data analysis program designed
to identify and evaluate the dominant phys-
ical processes which govern wind-driven
moti on of coastal water over the conti nen-
tal she1 f. Thi s report presents coastal and
moored buoy meteorological observations ob-
tained during the CODE-2 field experiment
conducted off northern Cali forni a duri ng
t4arc h through August, 1982. We wi 11
describe first the design and motivation of
the meteorological sampling array, then de-
scribe the various instrumentation systems
used and, finally, present the basic meteor-
ological data sets in primarily graphical
fonn.
B . METE OROl OG I CAl ARRA Y DE SIGN Aim
INSTRUMENTATION
B.1 Array Design
Serial meteorological data was collec-
ted during CODE-2 over the spati a1array
shown in Fi gure 1. Coastal wi nd measure-
ments were made at Sea Ranch and the Bodega
Bay Mari ne laboratory usi ng portab1 e self-
recordi ng anemometer systems install ed and
mai ntai ned by SIO personneL. In addi ti on,
124°00'
Fi gure 1. Stati ons where wi nd measure-
ments were obtai ned duri ng CODE-2 are
shown as darkened ci rc1 es.
wi nd measurements made by the USCG at the
Pt. Arena Light have been obtained by OSU
personnel for inclusion here. Self-recording
instrumented buoys were deployed by WHOI at
N3, £2, C3, C4, C5 and R3 to obtai n surface
meteoro1 ogi ca1 data. The i ni ti a1 objecti ves
of thi s moored array were: (a) to obtai n,
at representati ve positions within the
CODE-2 area, accurate seasonal measurements
of the horizontal wind velocity, ai rand
sea surface temperature, barometric pres-
sure, relative humidity, and insolation
whic h cou1 d be used to construct time ser-
i es estimates of the surface wi nd, wi nd
stress, and heat f1 ux, and to exami ne the
cross-shelf and along-shelf structure as
well as the coherence of these fields; (b)
to obtain engineering infonnation on two
different wi nd sensor desi gns deployed on
the WHOI C3 buoy. The cross-shelf structure
i nfonnati on was to be provi ded by the sub-
array fonned by the coastal station at Sea
Ranc h, and the C2, C3, C4, and C5 meteoro-
logical buoys which spanned the shelf along
the CODE-2 central line out to the upper
slope. A10ngshelf structure i nfonnati on
was to be obtai ned from the subarrays
fonned by N3, C3 and R3 located along the
?£:
90 m isobath and the Pt. Arena, Sea Ranch
and Bodega Bay coastal stations. Additional
information on the spatial structure of the
wind and wind stress fields over the coastal
regi on duri ng CODE-2 was to be provi ded by
the NCAR ai rcraft program.
Prior to the CODE-2 field experiment,
the NOAA Data Buoy Office deployed two tele-
metering meteorological buoys EB46013 and
E846014 off northern Cali forni a near Bodega
Bay and Crescent Ci ty, respecti vely (Fi gure
1) . Data from both buoys has been obtai ned
from NDßO by OSU and is included here as
part of our basic data set.
B.2 Instrumentati on
We will give next a brief description
of the i nstrumentati on used to coll ect met-
eorological data in CODE-2 (see Tabl e 1 for
a 1 i st of measurement 1 ocati ons, times, and
vari ables measured).
Wi nd vel oci ty was measured at Sea Ranch
using a Meteorology Research Inc. (MRI) 3-
cup anemometer and vane set (model 1022)
mounted 10 m above the ground at the north-
ern end of a deserted barn located roughly
100 m inshore of the coastal cliffs. The
analog signal s were separately averaged for
4 minutes, then recorded on tape. A second
26
MRI wi nd sensor set was mounted on a tower
approximately 10 m above the ground at the
BOdega Bay Mari ne Laboratory and the data
recorded in a similar way. These two coastal
meteorological stations were established
and maintained by SIO personnel, who also
carried out the preliminary data processing
before sendi ng the edited data to WHOI.
The WHOI toroid buoys were instrumented
to measure horizontal wind velocity at 3.5 m
hei ght with vector-averagi ng wi nd recorders
(VAWRs) equipped with a utility wind vane
and 3-cup anemometer set developed by Pro-
fessor G. C. Gill of the University of Mich-
igan. This anemometer has a threshold of
( 0.7 m/s and a di stance constant of about
3.7 m, whi 1 e the vane has a threshol d of
( 0.7 m/s and a damping ratio of 0.37. The
Gi 11 uti 1 i ty sensor sets were purc hased from
the R. M. Young Company (models 6301 and
6101) and modi fi ed to supply appropri ate
digital signal s to the vector computer in
the VAWR. Wi nd speed accuracy has been
estimated to be better than * 0.2 m/s or 5%
of readi ng i ncl udi ng buoy moti ons effects.
In addition, at C3, a seventh VAWR was
deployed with an lIintegralll sensor set for
compari son with the Gi 11 sensor set (see
Dean and Beardsley, 1985) The integral VAWR
uses the Gi ll-type cup set mounted atop a
three-legged support which acts as a pro-
tective cage; the wind vane mounts insid~
the cage di rectly below the cups. The vane
is magnetically coupled to a VACM vane fol-
lower, a seven-bit digital encoder located
inside the cylindrical electronics housing.
This design provides an integral assembly
requi ri ng no speci al al ignment of vane and
compass when the VAWR is placed on the buoy
tower. This wind vane has a shorter (smal-
L er) di stance constant than that of the Gi 11
vane, but the response is retarded by the
eddy current dampi ng c haracteri sti c of the
vane follower.
The meteorological buoys measured air
temperature wi th thenni stors mounted in a
naturally-vented radi ati on shiel d manufac-
tured at WHOI and similar in design to the
Thaller shield (model II, Gill (1979)). The
meteorological buoys were also equipped with
Epp ly Company (model 8-48) bl ack and white
type pyranometers to measure i nci dent sol ar
radi ati on or i nsol ation. Water temperature
was measured on all buoys with a precision
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Wind Speed, Di rection




38° 48.1' /123°41.8' 820408/820817 3.5 Wind Speed, Direction, Air Temperature, Water Temperature,
Insolation
38~38. 2' /123 °28.1, 820323/820817 3.5 Wind Speed, Di rection, Ai r Temperature, Water Temperature,
Insolation
38~36. 4' /123~27. 7' 820324/820731 3.5 Wind Speed, Di rection, Ai r Temperature, Water Temperature
I nso 1 a ti on, B aromet ri c Pre ssure, Humi di ty
38~33. 3' /123 ~40. 5' 820401/820717 3.5 Wind Speed, Di recti on, Ai r Temperature, Water Temperature,
Insolation
38°30.8' /123~40.3' 820324/820819 3.5 Wind Speed, Di recti on, Ai r Temperature, Water Temperature,
Insol ati on, Barometri c Pressure
38~25. 2' /123~16. 2' 820323/820817 3.5 Wind Speed, Di recti on, Ai r Temperature, ;~ater Temperature,
Insolation
38°13.0' /123°18.0' 82030 1/ 820 831 10.0 Wind Speed, Direction, Air Temperature, Water Temperature
(1 m), Atmosphe ri c Pressure
39°13.0' /123~58.0' 820301/820831 10.0 Wind Speed, Di recti on, Ai r Temperature, Water Temperature


















*Approximate heig ht above ground.
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The two NDBO meteorological buoys were
equipped with the standard NDBO general
service buoy payload (GSBP) sensors and
telemetry system. The sensors and system
specifications are described by Hamilton
(1980) and given here in Table 2.
B.3 Field Calibration of VAW~/Gill
Systems
Several short i ntercompari son exper-
iments were conducted with the six WHOI
meteorological buoys just pri or to thei r
deployment at sea and immediately following
recovery. In the first intercomparison
experiment, the six buoys were placed in a
line along the bulkhead at the Verba Buena
Coast Guard Base, and data from the period
0700 GMT to 2030 GMT Marc h 21 were compared
to check on sensor and system performance.
The second i ntercompari son experiment was
designed to compare the buoy measured di rec-
tion with a known absolute direction. Each
buoy was separately positioned above a ref-
e~nce point in the Verba Buena Coast Guard
Base parking lot where the local magnetic
fi el d was known to be uni form. The buoy vane
was then poi nted toward a known reference
orientation and fixed for at least thirty
28
mi nutes. The vane ori entati on was internally
recorded and later compared with the true
orientation. The results of these two inter-
compari son tests are summarized next.
(1) Wind Speed, S: The wind speed was
light (less than 2.0 m/sec and variable)
during the dock test period so that a sig-
ni fi cant i nte rcompa ri son of wi nd speed wa s
not possible, however, the wind speeds
recorded at C2 and C4 seemed low by a fac-
tor of about 0.5. In order to investi gate
if this possible error occurred in stronger
winds at sea during the CODE-2 deployment
peri od, a compari son was then made between
the buoy wi nd speeds observed at C2, C3, C4
and C5 and the wi nd speed measured by the
NCAR Queen Ai r researc h ai rc raft duri ng its
low level flights. An intercomparison of
buoy and low 1 evel ai rc raft wi nd measure-
ments had been made in COOE-1 by Friehe et
aL. (1984) who found generally good agree-
ment between ai rcraft winds and buoy winds
adjusted to the aircraft height using dia-
batic flLlx-profile relations and bulk aero-
dynamic formulas to estimate the surface
fl uxes and stabi 1 ity. In CODE-2, many of
the Queen Air flights passed close to at
least one of the central line mooring sites
r
so that although not designed for this use,
we were able to find 34 pairs of simultane-
ous buoy and ai rcraft wind speed measur-
ements. To compare these sets of measure-
ments, we followed Fri ehe et aL. (1984) and
adjusted the buoy winds to ai rcraft height






U* Z2 Z2-Z1 .




where U1 is the buoy wind speed measured
at Z1' U2 is the wi nd speed predi cted
at the aircraft height of Z2' and U* =
¡To/Pair where u* and TO are the
friction velocity and windstress, respect-
i vely, and L is the Monin-Obukhov length.
The initial results of this comparison
between ai rc raft and adjusted buoy wi nds
showed the wi nd speeds at C2 and C4 to be
low by a factor of 0.5. One possible explan-
ation is that the magnetic diode which nor-
mally generates two pul ses per anemometer
cup revol uti on only generated one pul se pe r
revolution due to a slight misalignment of
the two magnets located on the shaft of the






















Tabl e 2: Meteorological Sensor and System Characteri sti cs of Instrumentati on as used in CODE-2
Sensor Sampl i ng/Recordi ng System
Parameter Sensor t4anufacturer (Model) Range Accuracy Sc heme Accuracy
COASTAL Wind Speed 3-Cup Anemomete r ì4eteorol ogi cal 0-60 m/s :to.5 m/s or 1% 4 mi n average of :t 0.7 m/s or 1%
Wi nd Di recti on Vane Research, Inc. 0- 360 ° :t 5 ° each vari abl e re- :t 5°
( 1022) corded every 4 min
Atmos. Pressure Di gi quartz Parosci enti fi c 0-45 psi a :t O. 1 mb :t 0.4 mb
WHOI BUOY Wind Speed 3-Cup Anemomete r RM Young (6301)* 0-54 m/s ( 5% Vector-averaged ( 5%
Wi nd Di recti on Vane II II ( 6101)* recorded every
Magneti c Compass EG&G (V ACM) 0-360° :t 3.1° 7.5 minutes. :t 3.1°
Ai r Temperature Thenni stor Yellow sprinïs 0- 30 ° :t O.l°C 1-718 min average :t 0.3°C
Instruments 44034) of each vari able
0-30 ° :t 0.005°C
recorded every
:t O.Ol°CWater Temperature Thenni stor The nnomet ri c s, I nc . 7.5 minutes.
Insol ati on Pyranometer Epply Co. (8-48) 0-2 ca 1 Icm2 5% 7.5 mi nute average ( 10%
per mi nute recorded every
7.5 minutes.
Barometric Pressure Di gi qua rtz Parosci enti fic 0-1240 mb o . 2 mb 2.5 sec average 0.3 mb at
recorded every ( 60 ml s
7.5 minutes.
Rel ati ve Humi di ty Cellulose Crys- Hy-Ca1 0-100% :t 6% Res. 1 -7/8 mi n average :t 6%
ta 11 ite S t ri p recorded every
7.5 mi nutes.




Table 2: Meteorological Sensor and System Characteristics of Instrumentation as used in CODE-2 (Continued)
Sensor Samp 1 i ng/Record i ng System
Parameter S e n so r Manufacturer (Model) Range Accuracy Sc heme Accuracy
\l
NDBO BUOY Wi nd Speed Propeller NDBO 0-80 m/s 8.5 min average of % 1 m/ s 0 r 10 % \
Wi nd Di recti on Vane and Fl ux- General Service 0- 360 ° each variable sam- % 10°
gate Compass Buoy Payload pled at 1 Hz. Aver- i11'






One sampl e per % 1°CAi r Temperature -15 to 50 C° ° % CcWater Temperature Thenni stor -15 to 50 C hour transmitted
every hour.
Atmospheri c Pressure Variable 900-1100 mb 8.5 mi n average % 1 mb
























Fi gure 2. Compari son of 33 m ai rc raft
wind speeds after C2 and C4 3.5 m wi nd
speeds increased by factor of 2.0. Solid




i son of ai rc raft and adj usted buoy wi nds
after the wind speeds at buoy C2 and C4
were i nc reased by a factor of 2. O. The
agreement is generally good with most of
the data points falling within the
% 1.8 m/sec standard deviation between
aircraft and adjusted buoy winds found in
CODE-l. On the basi s of thi s compari son,
we have multiplied the original one-hour
vector-averaged wind speeds at C2 and C4 by
the factor 2 to form the basic wind time
series presented here and used in all
subsequent analysi s.
(2) Wi nd Di recti on: The angul ar di ffer-
ences between the buoy recorded di rections
and the absol ute di recti ons determi ned dur-
ing the dock tests are summarized below for
both before and after the at-sea deployment.
Buoy A8 (Apri 1) A8 (August)
N3 0.2 Bad ClockC2 2.8 0.7C 3 14.3 14.7
C3 (Integral) -1.9 Dead BatteryC4 0.1 . -4.1C5 3.0 10.0R3 -2.5 No Vane
The angul ar differences for the di fferent
buoys are, in general, small with the excep-
ti on of an approximately constant 14.5° off-
set for the standard'VAWR on buoy C3. Thi s
implies that a consistent 14.5° difference
in the wind di rection recorded by the C3
standard VAWR was due to an accumul ati on of
angular offsets in the compass, vane fol-
lower, and sensor frame ori entati on. To
correct for thi s error, we have added a
constant 14.5° anti -cl ockwi se rotati on to
the C3 VAWR di recti on data. Thi s correc-
tion is consistent with the pre-deployment
di recti on diffe rence between the standard
and integral VAWRs on C3 and an independent
compari son of wi nd di recti on measurements
made at sea between the C3 standard and
integral VAWR. The implied possible drift
in on entati on of the C5 VAWR was not appar-
ent in the wind time series and thus no
on entation correction has been made.
(3) Ai r Temperature, T: Ai r tempera-
ture data was measured wi th the modi fi ed
Thalle r type shi el din CODE-2 and compari-
son of thi s data for the 13.5 hr duration
of the dock test yields the following
di fferences:
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C5 = 1.004 * C3 - 0.040 % 0.010°C
°C5 = 1.034 * C4 - 0.412 % 0.008C
C5 = 0.981 * N3 + 0.193 z 0.008°C
C5 = 0.992 * R3 + 0.144 z 0.006~C
While these differences are generally
withi n the :I 0.1 ~ C i nterc hangeabil i ty spec-
ification given by the thermistor manufac-
turer, larger errors can be caused by
diurnal radiation effects. Gill (1979)
reports that the insolation error is " 0.5°C
for wind speeds above 4 m/s for a modified
Thaller shield (model II) made from several
types of plastic materials. The WHOI shield
was made from aluminum and painted white,
and should exhibit similar insolation error
c haracte ri sti cs.
(4) Insolation, I: Linear regression
between pai rs of insolation sensors (expres-
sed in mw/cm2) gives
C4 = 0.990 * C2 - 0.200 % 1.227
C4 = 1.049 * C3 - 5.445 z 3.550
C4 = 1.045 * C5 - 8.316 z 3.646
C4 = 0.958 * R3 - 2.538 z 2.346
N3 = No Cal ibration Data
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These differences are generally within the
manufacturerl s cal ibration of % 3%.
(5) Barometri c Pressure, BP: A
compari son between the C5 VAWR barometri c
pressure recording and barometric pressure
measured aboard the R/V Wecoma at the
hydrographic station CaC7 located near C5
during CODE-2 gives as the mean difference
and standard deviation
C5 - BPW = 0.65 z .31 mb.
The observed barometri c pressure vari ed
between 1008 mb and 1020 mb over the eig ht
sets of measurements.
(6) Relative Humidity, H: Comparison
of VAWR relative humidity readings with
relative humidity values computed using wet
and dry bulb thennometers, for the mean dif-
ferences and standard devi ati ons gi ves
C3 - Hobs = -.4% z 4.7%,
C5 - Hobs = 1.0% z 3.8%.
A total of seven wet and dry bul b tempera-
ture pai rs were measured over an 18-hour
peri od i ncl udi ng the pre-deployment dock
test and the observed relati ve humi dity
vari ed from 60 to 80%.
B.4 System Accuracy and Performance
The two S10 coastal stations and si x
WHOI meterological buoys returned high qual-
ity data for most of the CODE-2 deployment
period. The Gill utility wind vane and 3-
cup anemometer set proved to be a rugged
and reliable, yet responsive, pair of sens-
ors. The integral VAWR sensor system also
worked well and both the standard Gill and
integral VAWRs will be described in detail
in Dean and Beardsley (1985).
A summary of the sensor and system
c haracteri stics for the different meteor-
ological instrumentation systems is given
in Tabl e 2. The i nformati on on the S10
instrumentation was provided by C. Winant.
J. Dean provided additional lnformation on
the VAWR specifications. The direction
accuracy 1 i sted for the VAWRs is taken from
a field study of VACM direction errors by
Bryden (1976). The characteristics of the
GSBP measurement and telemetry system used
in the NDi30 buoys are taken from Hami 1 ton
(1980). An intercomparison between low-
1 evel ai rc raft wi nd measurements and surface
wind data collected with WHOI VAWRs and the

























Prel imi nary processing of the SIO
coastal wind and pressure data was per-
fonned by C. Wi nant and S. Lentz at SIO,
and a vector-averaged one hour edited ver-
sion sent to WHOI for further analysis.
Meteorological data recorded on stan-
dard magnetic tape (1/811 4-track cassettes)
in the WHOI VAWRs were transcribed onto 9-
track computer-compatible tape at WHOI.
The data were then converted to scientific
units, edited to remove launch and retrieval
transients, linearly interpolated across
mi ssi ng or erroneous data cycl es, and
stored on magneti c tape i n ì~al tai s fonnat
(Mal tai s, 1969) . A .vector-averaged one
hour version was then made for each VAWR
data set for further analysi s. The VAWRs
functi oned correctly with the excepti on of
the C3 integral system which stopped record-
ing data on July 7,1982, the C3 VAWR which
had a seven-day gap, and the C5 VAWR which
had a fai 1 ure of the sol ar radi ati on and
relative humidity sensors.
The NDBO buoy meteorological data was
obtained from NDBO by J. Allen and G. Hal-
liwell at OSU and then transmitted to WHOI
where missing data gaps were edited and a
one-hour version prepared for further
analysi s.
The basic data set presented here thus
consi sts of edi ted vector-averaged one hou r
time seri es for wi nd and the other measured
variables. All wind time series have been
rotated into a standard coordinate system,
with the X or East axi s pointi ng onshore
towards 47°T and the Y or North axis point-
ing along-shelf towards 317°T. All wind
data are presented in this coordinate sys-
tem unless otherwise stated. Greenwich
Mean Time (liMT) is used throughout this
report (~T = PST + 8 hr).
We al so present here wind stress com-
puted from the observed wind data. The com-
putational scheme uses the neutral" steady
state drag coeffici ent C dn and iterati ve
method gi ven by Large and Pond (1981) whe re
103 Cdn = ( 1)
r 1.2
lO.49 + 0.065 UlO
U 10 ~ 11 m/ s,
11 m/ s ~ U 10 ~ 25 m/ s .
Neutral stability is assumed and the 10 m
wind U10" is found through iteration from
the observed wi nd Uo at the observati on








The neutral stress is then given by T =2 on
p x Cdn(Uio) x (Uio) where the air density
has been assumed to be constant at 1. 22 x
-3 310 gm/cm.
There are three mai n sources of error
in this bulk aerodynamic approach: (a) ex-
perimental uncertainty in Cdn' (b) the
effect of strati fi cati on on the observed
wind profile and the assumption of neutral
stability, and (c) time changes in the wind
fi el d and sea state, causi ng addi ti onal
(temporal) changes in C dn. Based on
their own and other field measurements,
Large and Pond (1981) estimate the experi-
mental uncertainty in Cdn to be of order 10
to 20%. Large and Pond (1981) also provide
a method to compute the i nfl uence of strat-
ification on derived wind stress using the
observed wind, ai r and sea temperatures,


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































formu1 aes for the Richardson number and
stability parameter IlL (where I is the ob-
servation height and L the Monin-Obukhov
1 ength seal e). Mi 11 sand 3eards1 ey (1983)
used this formulation to consider the influ-
ence of stratification on the derived wind
stress in CODE-1: they conc1 uded that while
the observed stratification in the marine
boundary 1 ayer wi 11 cause T to over-
on
estimate the actual wind stress, the error
shou1 d be 1 ess than 10% for most of the data
collected in CODE-1 and COiJE-2. Fi nally,
La rge and Pond (1981) suggest that due to
the finite time requi red for the sea state
to equilibrate with the wind field, Cdn
is smaller during rising winds and larger
during rapidly decreasing winds or large
changes in the wind di rection. The empha-
s is in CODE is on the response of the she1 f .
to strong forei ng, and the neutral stabi 1-
i ty formu1 ati on is a reasonab1 e approxima-
tion at the higher wind speeds in excess of
- 4 m/sec.
D. DATA PRESENTATION
The coastal and moored meteorological
data collected in CODE-2 are presented here
in the form of time series plots of wind and
other variables, scatter plots of wind,
plots of mean wind and wind stress, and
tables of standard statistics for all vari-
ab1 es. The stati sties were computed over the
common time peri od 0000 GMT Apri 1 13, 1982
to 1800 GMT July 25, 1982; the time series
and scatter plots are based on the same
peri od. The vari ab1 e-versus-time and the
vector-versus-time plots were generated
u si ng the basi c one hour time seri es sub-
samp1 ed every four hours.
The basic a10ng- and cross-shelf \'lind
components time series measured at sensor
height are shown in Figures 3 and 4. These
figures show that the wind is predominantly
southward and southwestward and pol ari zed
in the along-shelf direction, i.e., the
c ross-she1 f component is weaker than the
along-shelf component at each site. The
major along-shelf low-frequency wi nd f1 uc-
tuations appear coherent over the array.
The seabreeze, most noticeable at C2 in
late April and early i~ay, has a definite
offshore decay since little diurnal varia-
bility is clear at C5. The observed air
and 1 m seawater temperatures are shown in
Figures 5 and 6. Daily insolation (Fig-
ure 7) and atmospheric pressure (Figure 8),
and relative humidity (Figure 9) are also
coherent over the array. The basic a10ng-
and cross-she1 f wind components and vector
wi nd time seri es are shown in Fi gures 10 to
20, and standard statistics for these series
are given in Table 3. Scatter plots of
a10ng- versus cross-shelf components for
the individual records (except NDBO-14) are
given in Figure 21. These plots clearly
illustrate the consistent polarization of
the wind fluctuations at each site. The
mean observed wi nd and standard devi ati ons
along the principal axes are shown in Fi g-
u re 22.
Ti me seri es plots of the computed neu-
tral wind stress are shown in Figures 23 to
35. The mean wi nd stress and standard dev-
iations along the principal axes are shown
in Figure 36; statistics for the derived
stress time series are also given in
Tab1 e 3.
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J. Dean and J. Poi rier at WHOI. The WHOI
meteorological array was deployed and
recovered with great skill by the WHOI Buoy
Group. This research was supported by the
National Science Foundation.
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Figure 21. Scatter plots of observed wind time series. Lines show orientation of principal axis for each time series.
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Figure 22. Mean observed wind in m/s. Bracket at tip of mean wind vector shows
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Figure 36. i~ean wind stress in dyne/cm2. Bracket at tip of mean vector shows
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The CODE-2 experiment was desi gned to
establish the kinematic and dynamic balances
which are responsible for the wind-driven
flow on the Continental Shelf. The CODE-1
moored array focused primari ly on the
determi nation of scal es of flow. Based on
those resul ts the COOE-2 array was desi gned
to optimize our ability to describe the
forcing and the response as well as to
defi ne the different spectral structure
which characterize the wind-driven flow.
The time frame descri bed here spans the
peri od 1 March 1982 to 31 August 1982. The
experimental site is centered on the north-
ern Cal iforni a Continental Shel f about
100 km northwest of San Franci sco Bay. A
map of the array site and mooring locations
is shown in Fi gure 1. The exact moori ng
locations are given in Table 2 of the
introductory chapter.
Time seri es of hori zontal current com-
ponents are plotted over the period of
interest. Individual data values corre-
spond to hour-long averages (computed using
a runni ng mean fi 1 ter) that are centered on
the hour. Horizontal velocity components
are referenced to a ri ght-hand coordinate
39°00'
124°00'
Figure i, Map of the CODE-2 array site and cur-
rent meter mooring locations,
system which has the positive x axis direc-
ted towards 47° T (30° M) (approximately
normal to local isobaths) and the positive
y axis directed towards 317° T (paraiiel to
local isobaths).
B. MOORED CURRENT METER OBSERVATIONS
B.1 Moored Array Design
The current meter placement for the
CODE-2 experiment was primari ly determi ned
by the following considerations. The shelf
regi on south of Pt. Arena was sel ected due
to the nearly planar bottom topography (on
spati al scales of 2-20 km), and the pres-
ence of energetic upwelling-favorable winds
during spring and early summer. The vert-
ical spacing interval for instruments
(O(lOm)) was chosen to insure that adja-
cent instruments were coherent wi th each
other at subinertial frequencies and that
rel ati vely accurate verti cally averaged
quantities coul d be inferred at each moor-
ing site, based on the results of CODE-1.
In the horizontal, the moorings were de-
pl~yed so as to form a rough control volume
(moorings N2-N4, C2-C4 and R2-R4) supple-
mented by two moori ngs (13 and 14) north of
Pt. Arena and a mooring (C5) in 400 m depth,
on the conti nental slope.
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B.2 Instrumentati on
With only a few exceptions, the Vector
Measuring Current Meter (VMCM) was selected
to measure currents duri ng thi s experiment.
Although sl i ght1y different vari ations of
thi s instrument were used by the different
groups involved in the current observations,
they all confonn to the specifications de-
tailed in the CODE-1 data report (WHOI
Technical Report 83-23).
B.3 Data Presentati on
The moored current meter data presented
here are grouped according to mooring loca-
tion. The elementary statistics associated
with the complete time series of hourly
average current component data are fi rst
presented in tabu1 a r form in Table 1, and
then the individual time series are dis-
played as plots. Hour-long averagès are
fonned usi ng a runni ng mean fi 1 ter whi ch is
centered on the hour. The following sta-
tistics are presented for each time series:
Mean,
N
- 1 L:x = Ñ j=1 x'
J
( 1 N - 2J 1/2Std Deviation, SO = N-1 J:1 (xj - x) .
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t-1 nimum and maximum val ues for each time
series are a1 so presented. Cross-she1 f cur-
rent (U) is positi ve when di rected toward
47°T (onshore). A1 ong-she1 f current (V) is
positive when directed toward 317°r. i~ote
that approximate instrument depth is a1 so
given in the following tables. All times
have been converted to Gî4T. Tab1 e 2 shows
s imil ar stati sti cs for the 2491 hour time
interval starting 0800 3 April 1982 (Gi\1T).
All current time seri es that do not span
thi s peri od have been omi tted from thi s
ta b 1 e .
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TABLE 1: Horizontal Current Components (cm/s): Complete Times Series for All Instruments
Cross-Shelf Along-Shelf
f" W a te r Start Stop Instrument Sensor
S tati on Depth Time Time Durati on 1. D. Depth Mean SD Max Min Mean SD t4ax Min
( m) (Mon/Day/Hr) (Mon/Day/Hr) ( Days) ( m)
¡f
\
13 90 03/19/2200 08/11/1100 144 04 (SIO) 10 -14. 48 23.02 62.20 -86. 30 -10.73 19.22 48.80 -72.40
i-
03/11/0100 08/05/0000 147 58 (SIO) 20 - 7 . 13 16.73 40 . 60 -53.20 -9.28 16.99 37.50 - 64. 10
03/10/1900 08/11/1100 153 01 ( SIO) 53 -0. 70 11.89 30.60 -41. 60 -3.51 11. 30 28. 30 -51.10
r
14 130 03/10/1600 08/11/1100 153 09 (SIO) 10 -17 . 44 20.51 46.20 -85.10 -12.57 1 7 . 88 43. 90 - 7 6. 20
03/11/0100 08/05/0000 147 59 (SIO) 20 -9.20 15.83 34.50 -58.30 -10.74 15.45 31. 70 -64.8J
\ - 03/10/1600 08/11/1100 153 03 (SIO) 53 -1. 64 11.78 32.60 -38.10 -4.33 12.63 31. 30 -51. 40
N2 60 03/11/0100 08/05/0000 147 65 (SIO) 10 -2. 20 6.95 26.60 -24.40 -3.14 25. 64 92. 10 -69. 30
03/10/2200 08/10/1700 152 13 (SIO) 20 1.85 5.29 28.30 -22.40 -0.29 24.39 81. 30 -66.80
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 62 (SIO) 35 1.38 4.47 17.80 -16.50 0.97 15. 89 61. 40 - 51. 60
N3 ~ 03/10/2200 08/10/1700 152 11 (SIO) 10 -3.98 10 . 50 39.85 -42.50 - 7 . 96 27.43 81. 60 -108.90
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 68 (SIO) 35 2.50 5.89 30.50 -24.50 -0.88 19.61 60 . 20 -73.30
r 03/11/1300 08/10/1400 152 08 (SIO) 53 2.03 5.05 23.00 -25.40 1. 79 16.40 45.10 -50.00
I 03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 64 ( SIO) 70 0.64 6.17 23.60 -21. 90 -3.13 14.51 45. 00 -41. 80
i, 03/11/1300 08/10/1400 152 15 (SIO) 83 -0.61 8.36 29. 70 -40.00 3.36 13.77 43.40 -47.20
( N4 130 03/24/0452 08/20/0352 149 81 (WHOI) 10 -3. 98 14.86 52.70 -57.30 -12.09 23. 84 43.70 -97.60
t . 03/24/0500 08/20/0400 149 82 (WHOI) 20 1. 30 10 .59 41. 90 -41. 00 -8.92 21.17 39.40 -81. 60
03/25/0500 08/20/0400 148 Sl (WHOI) 35 1.86 9.98 35.00 -40 . 80 -6 . 40 18.79 37 . 20 -77.30
I-
03/25/0500 08/20/0400 148 S2 ( WHO!) 55 2.93 7.59 38.50 -26.20 -2.17 17.37 36.20 -72.60
03/25/0500 08/20/0400 148 S3 (WHOI) 70 2.19 6.87 22.50 -28.00 1.18 16.02 37. 10 -64.70
03/25/0500 08/20/0400 148 S4 (WHOI) 90 2.26 6.24 22.00 - 30 . 60 3.91 15.11 40.90 -63.70
03/25/0500 08/20/0400 148 S5 (WHOI) 110 1.57 6.03 26.40 -19.50 5.57 14.70 38. 10 -59.60
03/25/0452 08/20/0352 148 S6 ( WHO!) 121 0.99 6.44 30 . 50 - 20 . 30 6.56 14.62 37.40 - 44. 50
C2 60 03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 56 (SIO) 10 -1. 33 6.06 25.60 -24.40 2.76 18. 75 74. 50 -55.40
03/11/2200 08/13/1400 154 02 (SIO) 20 2.61 6.50 29.50 -25.50 4.40 19.59 64.60 -64.90
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 51 (SIO) 35 1. 21 4.44 23.90 -14.30 3.38 12.50 41. 90 -45.90





TABLE 1: Horizontal Current Components (cm/s) (Continued) ('
Cross-Shelf Along-Shelf
Water Start Stop Instrument Sensor
Station Depth Time Time Durati on 1. D. Depth 14ean SD t4ax Min Mean SD Max Mi n
(m) (Mon/Day/Hr) (Mon/Day/Hr) ( Days) ( m)
C3 ~ 03/24/0500 07/28/0400 126 B3 (WHOI) 5 -5.51 12.18 45. 90 -59.40 -6.03 25.89 93. 70 -86.30
03/24/0500 07/28/0400 126 B4 ( WHO!) 10 -4.07 11. 04 40. 10 - 50 . 70 -3.62 25.01 77.20 -91.00 r .
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 53 (S1O) 10 -3.95 10 . 64 39.70 -48.00 -7.16 24.66 77 . 50 -94.60 ii .
03/24/0500 08/28/0400 126 B5 ( WHO!) 15 - 3. 33 9.44 30.~ -47. ~ -4.19 22.76 57.40 -81. 60
03/11/1900 08/09/0500 150 06 (S1O) 20 -1.42 9.06 27.50 -47.00 -4. 68 23.22 56.60 -83.60
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 69 ( S1O) 35 0.52 5.87 23.60 -35.20 -1.61 16. 64 39.40 -69.00
03/11/1900 08/09/0200 150 12 (SIO) 53 0.77 5.08 21. 30 -24.20 -0.04 14.59 34.60 -58. 10
03/12/0100 08/05/0000 146 67 (S1O) 70 0.22 4.77 20 . 50 -27.30 1.13 13.08 33.40 - 50. 10
03/11/1900 08/09/0200 150 14 ( S1O) 83 0.05 4.72 18. 70 -27.50 0.78 10.93 29.70 -36.20
C4 130 04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 B2 (WHOI) 10 - 7.95 14.58 43.70 -55.30 -20.48 22. 94 36. 40 - 90. 70
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 B3 (WHOI) 20 -3.95 10 . 05 31. 70 -45.30 -15.77 19.51 33. 20 -82.40
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 Sl (WHOI) 35- -2.09 8.14 30.50 -34.30 - 10 .84 15. 43 29.80 -71.10
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 S2 ( WHOI ) 55 0.29 6.83 26.10 -36.70 -6.84 13. 24 25 . 60 -60 . 50
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 S3 (WHOI) 70 0.76 6.66 27.40 -39.00 -4.38 12.27 26.90 -62. 10
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 S4 (WHOI) 90 0.60 6.13 20.60 -42.90 - 1. 44 11. 46 37.00 -59.50 \04/01/0452 06/16/2252 76 S5 ( WHO!) 110 -0.07 6.62 18.40 -32.90 -1. 04 11.81 32.40 -42.00
04/01/0500 08/17/0400 138 S6 ( WHO I ) 121 0.19 6.27 21. 00 -28.80 1. 71 11.25 35. 20 -41.50
C5 400 03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 B3 (WHOI) 20 -0.86 13.91 43. 70 -58.90 -12.61 20.14 41. 70 -73.00
03/30/0456 08/19/0356 142 B4 ( WHOI ) 35 1. 71 12.31 41. 30 -55.60 -9.61 17.03 33. 40 -60 . 80
03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 B5 (WHOI) 55 3.76 10.41 39.90 -44.00 -5.90 14.54 30. 50 - 54. 20
03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 Sl (WHOI ) 70 4.02 9.56 47 . 20 -30.90 -2.81 14.02 37 . 40 -50 . 20
03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 S2 ( WHO!) 90 3.44 7.98 30. 70 -21. 60 -0.69 12.06 33.30 -43.80
03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 S3 (WHOI) 110 4.70 8.63 31. 70 - 21. 20 -2.74 12.24 38.00 -38. 10
03/30/0452 08/19/0352 142 S4 (WHOI) 150 4.24 7.33 28. !K -22.10 -7.51 13.25 42.10 - 36 . 90
03/30/0500 08/19/0400 142 S5 (WHOI) 250 4.45 5.61 21. 10 -16.40 12. 10 11. 96 41. 30 -23.00
03/30/0452 08/19/0352 142 56 (WHOI) 350 2.96 5.18 20 . 30 -16.10 6.95 7.71 31. 70 -25.00
R2 60 03/12/1300 08/10/0200 150 10 (510) 20 1.46 5.02 19.50 -26.40 6.91 13.54 59.90 -47 . 50
03/13/0100 08/05/0000 145 50 ( S1O) 35 1.46 3.88 19.90 -21. 30 5.96 10 . 48 61.80 -30.90
03/13/0100 08/05/0000 145 66 (510) 53 0.14 4.49 20.50 -23.90 3.14 7.01 45. 40 -39.70
78
I70
rTable 2: Horizontal Current Components (cm/s): Common Time Period r:
Cross-Shelf Along-Shelf
Water S ta rt Stop Instrument Sensor
Station Depth Time Time Du rati on 1. D. Depth I~ean SO Max Min Mean SO Max 100i n
(m) (í~on/Day/Hr) (Mon/Day/Hr) ( Days) ( m)
13 90 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 04 (S1O) 10 -13.87 23. 45 57.40 -86.30 -9.74 19.32 48.80 -72.40
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 58 (S1O) 20 -5.02 16.32 32.00 -53.20 -7 . 65 17.16 37.50
-64. 10
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 01 (SIO) 53 0.45 12.13 3).60 -40 . 20 -2.89 11. 66 28.30 -51. 10 r .
09 (S1O)
i
14 130 04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 10 - 18.22 21. 32 46. 20 -85.10 -13.62 18.13 43.00 -76.20
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 59 (S1O) 20 -8.19 16.05 34. 50 -58.3ù - 1 a . 42 15.57 31.70 -64.80
1
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 03 (S1O) 53 -0.10 10 . 94 32.60 -38.10 - 3.63 12.45 . 31. 30 -51.40
i
N2 60 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 65 (SIO) 10 -2.14 6.55 26.60 -24.40 -4.49 25.51 78.80 -69. 30
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 13 (S1O) 20 1. 70 5.07 18.60 -22.40 0.23 24.95 64.60 -66. 00
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 62 (S1O) 35 1. 21 4.22 13.80 -14.00 1.17 16.32 43. 60 -51. 60
rB 00 04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 11 (S1O) 10 -4.13 10.16 39.50 -42.50 -8.77 29.73 59.30 -108.90
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 68 (S 10 ) 35 2.50 5.57 30.50 -24.50
-1. 36 21. 51 47. 00 -73.30
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 08 (S1O) 53 2.15 4.64 23.00 -17.60 1. 93 18.44 45. 10 -50.00
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 64 (S1O) 70 0.71 5.73 20.00 -21.90 3.54 15.75 43. 40 -41. 80
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 15 (S1O) 83 -0.51 8.29 29.70 - 40.00 3.44 15.08 43.40 -47.20
N4 130 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 B1 (WHOI) 10 -5. 74 15.42 40.30 -57. 30 -16.30 25.19 43. 70 -97.60
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 B2 omoI) 20 0.30 10.33 37.50 -41. 00 -12.82 21. 75 39.40 -81.60
¡04/ 12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 Sl (WHO!) 35 0.76 9.38 3û . 00 -40 . 80 -9.39 19.09 37. 20 -77.30
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 S2 (LmOI) 55 2.48 6.89 24.40 -24.70 -4.81 17.03 36. 20 -72.60
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S3 (WHOI) 70 1. 97 6.25 22. 40 -24.20 1.67 15.88 37. 10 -64.70
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 S4 (WHOI) 90 1.77 5.67 18.10 -21. 40 1.14 15.24 34.00 -63.70
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S5 (WHO!) 110 1.45 6.06 26.40 -19.10 2.90 15.01 37.20 -59. 60
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S6 (WHO I) 121 1.35 6..76 30 . 50 - 20. 30 4.43 14.99 33.00 -44.50
C2 60 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 56 (S1O) 10 -1.47 5.70 25. 60 -22.90 3.39 19.66 44.50 -5 5. 40
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 02 (S1O) 20 3.44 6.27 27.30 -16.10 7.01 19. 42 50. 50 -58.40
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 51 (S1O) 35 0.93 4.42 18.00 -14.30 3.78 13. 82 36. 80 -45. 90
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 61 (S1O) 53 0.03 3.79 15.10 -33.70 2.35 9.04 32.00 -37.90
C3 ~ ù4/ 12/1600 07/25/1000 103 B3 (WHOI) 5 -6 . 33 11. 68 41. 80 -59.40 -7 .62 25. 78 61 . 20 -86. 30




Table 2: Horizontal Current Components (cm/s) (Continued)
Cross-Shelf Along-Shelf
r
Water Start Stop I nst rument Sensor
Station Depth Time Time Duration 1.0. De pt h Mean SO Max Mi n Mean SO Max Min
\ '
(m) (Mon/Day/Hr) (Mon/Day/Hr) ( Days) ( m)
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 53 (S 10 ) 10 -4.27 10 .19 38.40 -48.00 -7.16 26 . 07 46. 60 -94.60
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 85 (WHOI) 15 -3.73 9.33 29.~ -47.00 -5.16 23.37 46. 40
-81. 60
r \ 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 06 (S 10 ) 20 -0.89 8.90 27.30 -47 . 90 -3.50 24.96 48.20 -83.60¡ . 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 69 (SIO) 35 0.15 5.55 20 . 60 -35.20 -1.36 18.53 39.40 -69.00
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 12 (SIO) 53 0.78 4.66 15.20 -24.20 0.83 16.41 34. 60 -58.10
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 67 (SIO) 70 0.22 4.45 20 . 50 -27.30 1.28 14.77 33.40 - 50 . 10
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 14 (SIO) 83 0.06 4.49 18.70 -27.50 1.14 12. 30 29.70 - 36. 20
C4 130 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 82 (WHOI) 10 -8.53 14.50 43.70 -52.00 -21.29 23.64 36.40 -90.70
¡
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 83 (WHOI) 20 -4.12 9.78 30.80 -38.20 -16.39 20 . 37 29.60 -82.40
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 Sl (WHOI) 35 -2.17 7 ;98 30 . 50 -34.3) -11.13 16.21 26. 50 -71.10
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S2 (WHOI) 55 0.23 6.53 24.60 -36. 70 -7.28 14.33 25.60 -60 . 50
(
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S3 (WHOI) 70 0.48 6.44 23.~ - 39.00 - 4 . 82 13.23 25.00 -62.10
04/12/1000 07/25/1000 103 S4 (WHOI) 90 0.29 6.06 16.50 -42.90
-1. 97 12. 10 26. 40 -59.50i 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S6 (WHOI) 121 0.07 6.20 16. 70 -28.80 1.36 11.37 33.00 -41. 50
C5 400 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 83 (WHOI) 20 -2.56 13.40 43.70 . -58.90 -16.70 20 . 20 26.40 -73.00
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 84 (\~HO I) 35 0.08 1 1 . 68 41. 30 -55.00 -12.81 16. 98 26.60 -60.80
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 85 (WHOI) 55 2.41 9.17 31.80 -44.00 -8.52 14.19 27.00 -54.20
04/12/1000 07/25/1000 103 Sl (WHOI) 70 2.37 7.98 32.50 -30. ~ - 5.45 12.89 33.40 -50.20
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S2 (WHOI) 90 2.18 6.91 28.50 - 21. 60 -1.66 10 .68 28.60 -43.80
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S3 (WHOI) 110 3.26 7.41 28.50 -21.20 0.69 10 . 70 33.10 -38.10
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S4 (WHOI) 150 3.28 6.49 25.70 -15.00 5.63 11.05 36. 70 -27.60
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S5 (WHOI) 250 4.05 5.14 21. 10 -12.50 11.22 10.11 41. 30 -13.90
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S6 (WHOI) 350 2.78 5.19 20.30 -16.10 6.45 7.42 31. 70 -25.00
R2 60 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 10 (SIO) 20 1.93 4.37 17.60 - 20 . 40 6.27 14.06 41.10 -47.50
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 50 (SIO) 35 1. 74 3.55 19.90 -9.00 6.03 11.01 35.00 -30. 90
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 66 (SIO) 53 0.36 3.85 1 5 . 10 -19.50 3.39 7.10 40.70 -19.70
R3 90 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 07 (SIO) 20 0.58 8.21 28.60 - 30 . 80 -0.45 18.45 35. 40 -72. 00
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 54 (SIO) 35 0.99 4.73 19.50 -22.50 -0.15 14.52 33.00 -56.90
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 05 (SIO) 53 1.07 4.07 14.60 -19 . 50 1.33 13.10 36. 80 -52.00
04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 55 (SIO) 70 1.05 3.77 14.60 -14.30 1. 90 12. 53 35.30 - 48. 50
81
Table 2: Horizontal Current Components (cm/s) (Continued)
r:
C ros s-She 1 f Along-Shelf
r'
Water S ta rt Stop Inst rument Sensor íilStation Depth Time Time Duration 1. D. Depth l-1ean SO Max Min Mean SO Max l-1i n.
(m) (Mon/Day/Hr) (Mon/Day/Hr) ( Day s ) ( m)
íR4 130 04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 81 (WHOI) 10 -16.36 18.93 38.40 -75.20 -21. 99 21.11 33. 80 -86.90
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 1ù3 82 (WHOI) 20 - 7 . 98 13.96 29. 00 -59.00 -17 . 34 18.21 30 . 00 -71.00
04/ 12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 Sl (WHO!) 35 -5.04 12.01 31. 90 -56.10 -12.90 14.81 24.60 -60.70 (04/12/1600 07/25/1000 103 S2 'WHO!) 55 -2.00 9.00 23.70 -43.30 -8.01 12.12 26. 10 -43.50
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 S3 (WHOI) 70 -0.08 7.55 24.30 -31.10 -5 . 44 10 . 92 27.10 -38.90
04/12/ 1600 07/25/1000 103 S4 r WHOI) ~ 0.71 6.63 23.10 -24.70 - 2. 70 10.27 26.00 -38.10
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The CODE-2 moored array was desi gned to
sample the greater-than-expected horizontal
variability found in the CODE-1 moored cur-
rent and surface d ri fter observati ons. The
re su1 ti ng moored array featured three pri-
mari1y cross-shelf transects of current
meter moori ng s deployed at depths of 60 m,
~ m and 130 m located between Bodega Bay
and Pt. Arena. The three transects were
separated by roughly 30 km in the a1ong-
shelf di recti on and spanned the she1 f
between the very narrow inner she1 f at
depths of 1 ess than 60 m and the she1 f-
break located at depths of 150 m. Current
measurements were not made shoreward of the
60 m isobath si nce the subti da1 currents
observed there in CODE-1 were quite weak.
Hydrographi c data, sate11 ite sea surface
temperature and surface drifter data col-
lected in CODE-1 also suggested that the
bend in the she1 f geometry at Pt. Arena may
reduce the continuity of the along-shelf
flow around Pt. Arena. Therefore, a more
1 ight1y-i nstrumented cross-shelf transect
was deployed north of Pt. Arena to examine
the along-shelf coherence around this
head1 and.
Pre1 imi nary ana1ysi s of the CODE-2 sur-
face wind and current observations indicate
that the moored array data does reso1 ve the
basic horizontal structures in both fields,
especi ally between Bodega Bay and Pt. Arena.
While a detailed description of the meso-
scale structure of the surface wind and
current fields will be presented elsewhere,
we wi 11 present here time seri es of the
surface wi nds and near-surface currents in
the form of array plots to simply ill ustrate
the basi c hori zonta1 structure of these two
fi e1 ds. The 1 ocati ons of the wi nd measure-
ments are shown in Fi gure 1 and the current
meter moori ng 1 ocati ons are shown in Fi g-
ure 2. The current meters were deployed at
a depth of 10 m except for R2, R3 and C5
where the 10 m instruments did not work and
current data from two current meters de-
ployed at 20 m have been used instead. The
vertical shear between 10 and 20 m was small
enough duri ng CODE-2 that the current pat-
tern is similar at both levels.
Each array plot consists of 36 figures
showi ng the vector wi nds' or currents at time
steps of 8 hours. The wind and current data
shown has been subsamp1 ed every 8 hours from
the basi c PL64 low-pass fi ltered time ser-
ies. The data are displayed in figure pairs
with vector wi nds on the 1 eft-hand page and
the correspondi ng array plot of vector cur-
rents on the right-hand (facing) page. Each
array plot pair is equivalent to 12 days of
data and the wi nds and currents are gi ven
for the common time period April 13 to
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Fi gure 1, Locations of the CODE-2 wind meas-
urements,
112
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This report describes the moored temper-
ature and conducti vi ty observati ons made
during the second major field phase of the
Coastal Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE-2),
which took place along the northern Cali-
forni a shel f from March to August, 1982.
The CODE-2 moored temperature array consi s-
ted of temperatures measured on each current
meter deployed by C. Winant/R. Davi s (SIO)
and R. Beardsley (WHOI), and on bottom
pressure instrumentation deployed by
C. Winant (SIO) , W. Brown/J. Irish (UNH)
and N. Pettigrew/J. Irish (UNH). The moored
density array consisted of arrays of tem-
perature/conducti vi ty pai rs of sensors
deployed by J. Irish/W. Brown (UNH) and
conducti vi ty sensors attached to moored
current meters deployed by R. Beardsley
(WHO!) . No successful thermi stor chai n
measurements were made duri ng CODE-2. The
final mooring locations are shown on Fig-
ure 1 and depths of each sensor at each sta-
tion are given in Tables 1 and 2 along with
the times and stati sti cs of each record.
The sensors and cal ibrati on procedures
are the same as used duri ng CODE-l and de-
scribed in Brown, Irish and Bratkovich
.14 013
(1983). The accuracy and preci si on of the
temperature measurements are given in Table
3, and in some cases differ from that found
in CODE-I.
The sample interval of the SIO current
meters was four minutes, the WHOI current
meters was 3.75 mi nutes and the UNH bottom
temperatures and densi ty arrays were sam-
pled at 7.5 mi nutes and 15 mi nutes, respect-
ively. As in CODE-I, the UNH microprocessor-
based density array recorder also condi-
ti onally sampl ed all sensors at 15 second
intervals during periods of lIinterestinglI
events (Irish, Brown and Howell, 1984).
50'
40'






20' B. DATA PROCESSING
The temperature time seri es were normal-
ized by their pre- and post-cruise calibra-
tions as described by Brown, Irish and Brat-
kovich (1983), and no further in-situ ad-
justments or intercalibrations were made.
The densi ty array temperature and conduc-
tivity sensor pairs were compared with the
OSU hydrographi c data (A. Huyer) to perform
an in-situ lIadjustmenC to the pre-cruise
cal ibrati ons to compensate for the dri ft of
the conduc ti vity sensor records (a ttri buted
to biological fouling). The constant off-
10'
38"00' ~ SOlDWS .. ME TERS
124"00' 50' 40'
Figure 1: Station locations for the moored
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sets in the UNH temperature records seen
duri ng CODE-1 were not apparent in the
CODE-2 data, and the increased accuracy in
Table 4 reflects the electronic corrections
made to these sensors.
The OSUCTD observations taken near the
density moorings were used for the in-situ
cal i brati on. All appropri ate profi 1 es were
tabul ated, and the temperature, conducti v-
ity, salinity and density values at the
depths of the moored sensors were compared
with the moored observations at the time of
the CTD profiles. Also for a visual check,
all appropriate CTD values were plotted on
time series plots of temperature, conduc-
tivity, salinity and sigma-to CTD profiles
whi ch were defi ni tely in IIdifferent waterll
from the moori ng were then el imi nated and
the resulting difference time series or
dri ft seri es were fi t by a 1 i near trend.
Thi s trend was subtracted from the conduc-
tivity record, the salinity and density
recalculated with the IIcorrectedl conduc-
tivity, and these new series again compared
with the CTD observations. Further correc-
tions were made until the conductivity,
salinity and density series were all con-
sistent with the CTD profiles. Table 4
140
lists the corrections which were applied to
the conductivity series. The time series
of salinity and sigma-t, which were calcu-
1 ated from the temperature, and corrected
conductivity for each sensor pair, are saved
with the measured temperature and conduc-
tivity records.
All time seri es were fi 1 tered from thei r
individual raw sample intervals to hourly
i nterva 1 s by a two-hour tri angul ar fil ter
and the results plotted for each mooring in
Figures 2-21. Each separate series is plot-
ted relative to its mean value at the level
denoted by the ti ck mark on the verti cal
axi s. The start times of the plots are all
at 0000 GMT on 1 March 1982, and one tick
mark on the hori zonta 1 axi s corresponds to
one day.
C. PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION
There are three major low-frequency
events apparent in the temperature records
(Fi gures 2-1S). The fi rst occurs duri ng
the two-week peri od of 9 Apri 1 1982 to 24
April 1982, which includes the spring trans-
ition around 17 April 1982. This event has
a signature which is seen not only in the
temperature records, but also appears in
the salinity and density records (Figures
16, 19 and 20). The event is apparent at
all depths at all moori ngs with the excep-
tion of the CS mooring, which only has a
small signature at shelf depths during this
time. Stati on CS refl ects open ocean con-
ditions more than shelf variations. A sec-
ond event i sapparent in the temperature
records for the week around 29 May 1982.
Thi s event appears in the surface 1 ayers,
decaying with depth, and al so decaying
offshore. It is not seen at the I line,
and is seen at N2 and N3, but not N4. Along
the central line it is strong at C2 and C3,
but weak at C4 and not seen at CS. Along
the Ross line, it is seen at R2 and R3, but
not apparent at R4. Therefore, this second
event is confi ned shoreward of the 100 to
130 m isobath, and does not appear to get
north of Poi nt Arena.
The third event occurs from 18 May 1982
through 8 June 1982 and is 1 arger than the
second. It appears only in the temperature
records, and not in salinity (see Figures
16, 19 and 2U. It has its greatest si gna-
ture in the surface regi ons, and decays to


















TABLE 4: Corrections Applied to the CODE-2 Moored Sea Bird
Conduc ti vi ty Sensors in Order to Mi nimi ze





TABLE 3: CODE-2 Temperature Measurement Uncertainties
in Degrees Centi grade
Serial Depth
Mooring Number (dbars) Correc ti on Subtracted from Conducti vi ty
Accuracy Preci si on C2 69 50-~
SIO VMCM (S/N ( 50) zO.1 zO .03 C4 87 24
S10 VMCM (S/N ~ 50) zO.1 zO .0004
WHOI VMCM :10.2 zO .002 86 37
WHO I VACM :10.005 :10.00015
UNH Bottan :10.02 zO . 00 3 85 59*
UNH Densi ty Array :10.005 :10.0001
0.00 S/m - 5.8332 x 10-6 S/m/hour
-0.01 S/m - 8.32 x 10-6 S/m/hour
-0.007 S/m - 1.567 x 10-5 S/m/hour
-0.004 S/m - 2.050 x 10-5 for terms 1-2397
-0.016 S/m + 5.100 x 10-3 for terms 2398-2427
+0.021 S/m - 2.050 x 10-5 for terms 2428-11380
-0.006 S/m - 5.00 x 10-6 S/m/hour
-0.005 S/m (short record, no slope determined)
-0.006 S/m - 1.73 x 10-5 S/m/hour
*A sudden shift was observed to occur during a 7-hour section of the con-
ducti vi ty record at 59 meters at C4. Otherwi se the record showed a steady
dri ft of the maghi tude observed in the other sensors and ascri bed to bi 0-
logical fouling. Therefore, a three piece correction was applied to remove
drift and the observed jump in conductivity of this sensor.
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stations, indicating a broader spatial
extent than event two.
The moored sa 1 i ni ty data show the fi rst
event (Fi gures 16, 19 and 21), but not the
second and third events which are seen in
the temperature records. The densi ty rec-
ords (Figures 16, 20 and 21), which reflect
how these events woul d appear in the dynam-
ics, show only temperature effects and are
much smaller than the first event. How-
ever, the fi rst event is marked by a strong
signature in the salinity record which
i ndi cates that thi s event is due to an
increase in the vol ume of warm, fresh water
over the shel f regi ons. Its temperature
si gnal is strongest near the coast and
almost vanishes by the time C5 is reached.
The density records show this event signal,
agai n strongest near the coast and decayi ng
offshore (see C line in Figures 7, 8, 9,
11, 16, 17, 20 and 21).
The moored density at C4 (Figure 20)
duri ng the fi rst event shows the dens i ty
record fai rly constant unti 1 around 7 Apri 1,
when it drops. Density remains constant
unti 1 the spri ng transi ti on on 17 Apri 1,
when it rises sharply, reaching a value
greater than before the start of the fi rst
142
event. The warm, fresh pul se of water
creates the lower than normal density which
makes the spring transition more apparent.
The spectra of some temperature records
(see Fi gures 22, 23 and 24) show the typi-
cally IIredlI geophysical behavior. Thè
greatest energy is in the low frequency
bands, and is about two orders of magnitude
greate r than the ti da 1 energy. There are
significant tidal peaks at both the diurnal
and semi di urnal ti dal lines, and a si gnif-
icant peak in some records at the inertial
peak. The tidal peaks during CODE-2 are
1 arger than were typically seen duri ng
CODE-l.
A hori zontal series of four spectra of
moored temperature along the CODE-2 central
line at 35 meters depth (Figure 22) show
about equally energetic si gnal s out to ti dal
frequencies. There is a non-significant
tendency in the lowest frequency bands for
the shoreward energy to be hi ghest, and for
the energy to decay offshore. The semi-
diurnal tidal peak is significant and about
equal in amplitude at the four stations.
At frequencies above the semi diurnal tides
(i n the i nterna 1 wave band), the spectra
increase with distance offshore.
A verti ca 1 seri es of temperature spectra
at C4 (Fi gure 23) show decreasi ng energy
with increasing depth, as is clearly visi-
ble in the time series plots in Figure 9.
The record at 10 meters shows a distinct,
very strong diurnal signal which is not
apparent in the deeper records. In the
internal wave band, the spectra (with the
excepti on of the 110 m record) a re nearly
equal. The deep and bottom records show a
markedly different character in having lower
energy, especially at higher frequencies.
The moored temperature spectrum from the
C4 density array at 37 meters is statistic-
ally identical with that from the C4 current
meter temperature at 35 meters. Fi gure 24
shows the accompanying salinity and density
spectra from 37 meters depth (see Fi gures 19
and 20). The spectra show the same general
shape; hi ghest energy at low frequency, a
decrease in energy with increasing frequency
with a semi diurnal tidal peak superimposed.
In summary, the records are dominated by
low-frequency, 1 arge-event si gnal s, and the
tides are typically a couple orders of
magni tude lower than these low frequency
osci 11 ati ons. There is a sl i ght tendency





























shoreward, and there is a marked decrease
of more than a decade goi ng from the top to
bottom of the water col umn. The C5 stati on
offshore shows significantly different sig-
nature than the CODE-2 shel f measurements.
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Figure 2: 13 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 3: 14 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 4: N2 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
marked by the tick on the vertical axis.
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Figure 5: N3 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table i at the level
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Figure 6: N4 temperatures Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 7: C2 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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I' , Figure 9: C4 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 10: C4A temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 11: C5 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 12: R2 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 13: R3 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
marked by the tick on the vertical axis.
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Figure 14: R4 temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at the level
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Figure 15: 54 and B4 bottom temperatures. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 1 at
the level marked by the tick on the vertical axis.
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Figure 16: C2 moored density. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 2 at the level
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Figure 17: C4 moored density array temperature. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in
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Figure 18: C4 moored density array conductivity. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in
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Fi gure 19: C4 moored density a rray s.~l i nity tabulated from the temperatu re and conductivity records shown in Fi gures
18 and 19. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 2 at the level marked by
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Figure 20: C4 moored density array density calculated from the temperature and conductivity records shown in Figures
18 and 19. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 2 at the level marked by
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Figure 21: C5 moored density. Each series is plotted relative to its mean value tabulated in Table 2 at the level
marked by the tick on the vertical axis.
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Fi gure 22: Temperature spectra from measurements
at 35 meters depth along the CODE-2 central 1 i ne.
The frequency is expressed in cycles per hour,
and spectral density in DC squared per cycle per
hour. The spectra are log smoothed for pl otti ng,
Figure 23: Temperature spectra from measurements
at C4 duri ng CODE-2. The frequency is expressed
in cycles per hour, and spectral density in DC
squared per cycl e per hour, The spectra are log
smoothed for plotting,
Figure 24: Spectral density from C4 at 37 metersdepth. Spectra of temperature, salinity and
dens i ty are plot ted on the same scale. The tem-
perature spectra are expressed in DC squared per
cycle per hour sal inity is expressed in parts
per thousand squared per cycle per hour, and
densi ty in ki lograms per cubic meter squared per
cycle per hour, The frequency is expressed in
























































































































Thi s report descri bes the moored bottom
pressure observations obtai ned duri ng the
second major field phase of the Coastal
Ocean Dynamics Experiment (CODE-2) which
took place along the northern Cali forni a
coast duri ng the months of March through
July, 1982. Al though the CODE-2 array
designs, shown in Figure 1, differed from
those in CODE-1, the i nstrumentati on and
methodology was essentially the same, and
so the reader is referred to Brown et al.
(1983) for a description of the pertinent
details. In what follows, we present a
summary description of the CODE-2 bottom
pressure data.
The CODE-2 bottom pressure array con-
sisted of eight (8) elements (two of which
failed) deployed by W. Brown, J. Irish from
the University of New Hampshire (UNH), three
(3) elements by C. Winant from Scripps
Institution of Oceanography (SIO) and si n-
gle (1) elements by D. Cacchione, U.S. Geo-
logical Survey, Menlo Park, CA (USGS) and
IL Pettigrew, J. Irish from UNH at the sta-
tions identified in Table 1. As in CODE-1,
all bottom pressure measurements were made
with Paroscientific, Inc. sensors, although
the UNH and SIO configurations were differ-
ent as descri bed by Brown et al. (1983)
Additional bottom pressure observations were
obtai ned as a second pri ori ty by the USGS
usi ng bottom stress i nstrumentati on de-
scri bed by Cacchi one and Drake (1979) and
UNH using a bottom-mounted Doppler Acoustic
Profiling Current Meter (DAPCM) as described
by Iri sh et al. (1983).
B. DATA REDUCTION
Hourly val ues of the CODE-2 bottom pres-
sure fluctuations are shown in Figure 2.
The C4 record is from the UNH bottom i nstru-
ment GERDA, which exhibited the effects of
mooring motion in places, while a pair of
shorter DAPCM pressure records, desi gnated
D1 and D2, are from the same 1 ocati on. As
is our practice, the tides are predicted by
hannonic analysis (see Table 2) and removed
from each series before low-pass filtering
(1/2 power at 44h; 0.004 power at 24.39h) to
fonn the subtidal series as described in
Brown et al. (1983) (see Figure 3). The
hannonic constants compare favorably wi th
previ ous CODE resul ts.
Bottom pressure records are usually
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Fi gure 1. Ouri n9 CODE-2, bottom pressure
observati ons were obtai ned at stati ons
located by solid ci rcles. Nearby sea level
stations are located by blocked solid
ci rcles. Bottom pressure station ß4 was
1 oca ted off shore from Half Moon ß ay in
130 m and is not shown here. The open
circles indicate the location of two UUH
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TABLE 1: Bottom Pressure (db)
i
i
Stati on Latitude ( N) W ate r Start Time Sensor
(I D) Longitude (W) Depth End Ti me Du rati on Depth f4ean *Std Dev *Maximum *Mi nimum( Inst i tuti on) (m) ( GMT ) ( Days) ( m)
B4
( VOGEL) 37° 17 . 08 ' 125.1 02Ap r82 18.0 70.42 125.06 125.75 O. SOO 1.175
-1. 31
( UI~H) 122 ° 47.45' 12Jun82 3.0
S4
(KIWI) 38° 14. 22' 131.7 2614ar82 6.0 132.42 130.73 131.45 O. 534 1. 294 -1.45(UNH) 123 °19.70, 05Aug82 15.0
R2
38°27.14' 60.4 ILL'" ar82 6.0 149.60 130.73 131.45 0.534 1. 294 - 1. 43(SIO ) 123 ° 13. 94' 09Aug82 12.0
C2
(P ICK£T) 38°38.20 ' 61.4 234 ar82 16.0 133.46 60 .43 60.76 0.532 1. 310 - 1. 43(UNH) 123 °25.261 04Aug82 2.0
C3
38°36.391 90.5 12M ar82 3.0 149.92 89.50 89.99 0.520 1. 313 -1.40(SIO) 123°27.66' 9Aug82 0.0
C3U
(~EOPROBE ) 38°36.201 93.0 1J un 82 7.0 58. 50 92. 00 92.51 0.555 1. 314 -1.47
( USGS) 123°27.71' 29Ju182 18.0
C4
( GERDA) 38°33.46' 132.3 2514 ar82 3.0 117.38 131. 34 142.20 0.524 1. 275 - 1. 44(UNH) 123°31.531 20Ju182 11.0
C4
( DAPCivt-1) 38°33.191 132.3 02Apr82 8.0 . 27.46 133.45 144.32 0.512 1.099
- 1. 20( UNH) 123°31.61' 29Apr82 11.0
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r -
j' TABLE 1: Bottom Pressure (db) (Conti nued)
¡
Stati on Latitude ( N) W a te r Start Time Sensor
(I D) Longi tude (W) Depth End Time Durati on Depth Mean *Std Dev *Maximum *Mi ni mum
( Institution) (m) ( GMT ) ( Days) ( m)
l C4( DAPCM-2) 38°33.191 132.3 07May82 4.0 88.58 133.40 144.27 o . 543 1. 291 -1. 45
(UNH) 123 °31. 611 03Aug82 17.0
C4A
(KELVIN) 38°29.951 202.5 234ar82 8.0 133.67 202.47 203.58 O. 531 1. 300 -1 . 43
( UNH) 123 °36.301 03Aug82 23.0
N2
38° 49.531 64.0 16t4ar82 19.0 145.17 63.00 63.35 0.527 1. 298 - 1. 42
(SIO) 123 ° 40.251 8Aug82 22.0
14
( SHELDRAKE) 39°03.10 1 133.1 27Mar82 4.0 129.33 132.09 132.82 0.550 1. 301 -1. 50
( UNH) 123°55.111 03Aug82 11.0
*Each set of statistics includes maximum and minimum values (relative to the indicated mean value) and standard





The harmonic constants for the principal semidiurnal (M2) and
diurnal (K1) constituents. The amplitude, A, is expressed in
decibars, and phase is in Greenwich degrees, G. See Chapter 1,
Tabl e 2, for moori ng locations.
HARMONIC CONSTANT LIST
M2 K1
Stati on Depth Days A G A G
(m)
B4 ( UNH) 125.1 70.4 0.521 187.5 0.368 221. 0
S4 (UNH) 131. 7 132.4 o . 548 196.6 0.300 222.3
R2 (SIO) 60.4 149.6 0.551 197.2 O. 380 226. 5
C2 ( UNH) 61.4 133.5 o . 549 197.7 0.381 227.3
C3 (SIO) 89.5 149.9 0.551 197.5 O. 369 225.7
C3U (USGS) 93.0 58.5 0.552 199.2 o . 300 226.2
C4 (UNH) 132.3 117.4 0.549 193.7 0.351 221.3
C4 ( Urm-DAPCI4) 132.3 88.6 0.547 194.4 O. 300 219.0
C4A (UNH) 202. 5 133.7 0.547 193.6 O. 358 221. 2
N2 (SIO ) 64.0 145.2 o . 562 198. 9 o . 364 225.5
14 ( UNH) 133. 1 129.3 0.577 201. 3 0.362 223.2
(typic,ally about 0.5 to 1. 0 mb per month
for the Paroscientific, Inc. sensors, due
to creep in the bellows, as described by
Wearn and Larson (1982), (b) long- and
short-tenn noise due to the uncertainty in
the temperature sensiti vity of a pressure
sensor plus temperature changes (Brown et
ale 1983) and (c) long- and short-tenn
noise due to gradual sinking of the instru-
ment frame into a soft bottom or shorter-
tenn movement of the ins trument frame.
The long-term instrumental drift in bot-
tom pressure records are usually of the same
magnitude as natural geophysical trends as
shown in Table 3, which compares trends on
uncontami nated coastal synthetic subsurface
pressure (SSP) records with the presumably
contaminated CODE-2 bottom pressure records.
Whi 1 e careful 1 aboratory cali brati on of the
sensors will permit the removal of the bel-
lows creep, there are no fully objective
methods for removi ng the other noi se com-
ponents in a bottom pressure record. How-
ever, less objective methods are available.
to parti ally correct for the long-term
drifts in typical bottom pressure records
that become especi ally troubl esome when
















Offsets due to short-term instrument
movement are usually correctable to within
% 0.25 millibars. as was the case for a 1.81
mill ibar offset in the station N2 record
(due to a fishing trawler snag) at 1900 G1T
20 May 1982. In another case, current drag
on the temperature/conductivity chain at C4
apparently caused some uncorrectab1 e move-
ment of the GE~DA instrument frame, especi-
ally during periods of high flow. Fortun-
ate1y, the bottom pressure records from the
DAPCM deployments are available.
In order to produce a full length con-
ti nuous record at stati on C4 a composi te
bottom pressure has been constructed usi ng
the DAPCM-1, DAPCM-2 and GERDA pressure
records. The greatest difficulty in form-
i ng these composite records is detenni ni ng
the appropriate relative mean levels between
records which have their individual drift
(both instrumental and geophysi ca1) charac-
teristics. This problem is addressed with
a method that assumes the geostrophy of
a1 ong-she1 f flow as demonstrated convinc-
ingly on the New England shelf by Brown et
a1. (1985) and is outlined as follows.
A conti nuous bottom pressure record,
PC4A (the KELVIN record from station C4A
TABLE 3:
First-order trends in the CODE-2 bottom
pressure seri es for the peri od 3 Apri 1 to
JJ July 1982. The trends for the Arena
Cove and Pt. Reyes synthetic subsurface
pressure are also presented. Units are

























Times (Q..r) and dates of the components of









1 Ap ri 1











in thi s case is chosen for a reference and
is differenced wi th the components of the
composi te pressure record PC4i. Then
the mean value and the series-length trend
(only ~) of P C4i are forced to be geo-
strophica11y consistent with the mean value
and trend (only..) of the near-bottom a10ng-
shelf flow, V, according to
( xC4PC4i - PC4A = pf) v dx = p f åX v
xC4A
where the acros s-she 1 f integra 1 of the
a1 ong-she1 f current is estimated by averag-
i ng observed currents, p and fare densi ty
(1.025 gm/cm3) and Corio1is parameter
respecti ve1y, and åX = xC4 - xC4A is
the across-she1 f separation between sta-
ti ons C4 and C4A. The pi eces of the com-
posite series, with times indicated in
Table 4, were then joined to form the
conti nuous seri es at C4.
The standard devi ati ons for the CODE-2
subtidal pressures (including the C4 com-
posi tel for the peri od 3 Apri 1 to 30 July
1982 are contoured in Fi gure 4. Li ke the













I I thi s presentation shows a coastal trapped
subtidal pressure with additional intensi-
fication along the coast near Pt. Arena and
offshore in the vicinity of C4. Because
phase di fferences between pressures are
generally small in comparison to the char-
acteri sti c fl uctuati on peri od, thi s presen-
tati on al so pennits crude estimates of the
fl uctuati ng bottom pressure differences to
be made.
The energy density spectra from an
alongshelf and an across-shelf array of
bottom pressures are compared in separate
presentations in Figure 5. The similarity
between observati ons in the di urnal and
semi di urna 1 frequency bands is i ndi cati ve
of tides with scales much larger than those
of the CODE small-scale array. At subtidal
frequencies these results show both a rela-
tive intensification at mooring C4 along
the 130 m isobath and the expected offshore










The differences between separate pres-
sure observations are used to compute rep-
resentative pressure gradients for CODE-2.
The spectra of a representative sample of
Figure 4. A contour plot of the CODE-2 small-scale array subtidal
bottom pressure standard deviations in units of millibars. The results














































CODE-2 subtidal pressure differences are
compared in Fi gure 6 wi th each other and an
e spatial
separations between these pai rs of stati ons
used is presented in Table 5.)
The spectral intercomparison shows that
the CODE-2 across-shel f pressure di ffe r-
ences are about an order of magni tude more
energetic than along-shelf pressure differ-
ences. The compari son al so shows that the
al ong-shel f pressure di fference spectra
(except C2-R2) are generally above the
expected instrumental noi se spectrum.
Overall pressure difference instrumental
noi se is estimated from long-tenn observa-
ti ons from severa 1 dual pressure sensors on
the same bottom mooring and pai rs of obser-
vations made on different moorings at the
same site (zero separation). The interpre-
tati on of the di fference between these dual
observati ons in terms of overall i nstru-
mental noi se is di scussed more thoroughly
by Snodgrass et al. (1975).
The pressure differences are used to
compute the average pressure gradients Px
(and Py) in the across-shelf (and along-









Fi gure 5. A compari son of energy density spectra from the 130 m set of bottom
pressures in (a) emphasizes a near-unifonnity in the tidal bands with the intensi-
fication of the station C4 subtidal pressures relative to those at 14 and S4. A
comparison of CODE-2 central line pressure spectra in (b) shows the same across-
shelf unifonnity in tidal-frequency pressure energy while the subtidal pressure
field is clearly trapped within the 150 m isobath.
¡
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Kepresentati ve CODE-2 pressure stati on
across-shel f (àX) and al ongshel f (àY)
























































where Pb (xi) and Pb (x2) are the bottom pres-
sures at across-shelf locations Xl and x2'
respecti vely. A 1 i st of representati ve sta-
tion separations is presented in Table 5,
and the correspondi ng pressure gradi ents
are plotted in Fi gure 7. Note the d iffer-
ent scales for the across and alongshelf
gradients in Figure 7. The mean values and
trends of these pressure gradient series
have been removed because the differenti al
trend errors (see discussion above) are
large enough, especially in the case of the
along-shel f gradients, to di stort the sub-








Fi gure 6. A compari son of ene'rgy dens-
ity spectra of subtidal bottom pressure
differences for the station pai rs indi-
cated. The stipled area is the esti-
mated noi se s¡Ject ra for two pressure
observati ons with no separations.
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Fi gure 7. A eompari son of subti dal aeross- shelf and a 1 ong- shelf pressure gradi ents. Note the di fferent
seal es for the two sets of gradi ents.
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The purpose of the large-scale component
of CODE is to study the 1 arge-sca1 e response
of shelf circulation to abnospheric forcing.
Usi ng sea 1 eve 1 as an i ndi cator of the re-
sponse, models of wind-driven shelf circu-
lation can be tested, and currents measured
at the CODE site can be related to non-local
atmospheric forci ng and the propagation of
free coasta11y trapped waves through the
site. Thi s effort requi res good wi nd and
sea 1 eve1 data to be obtai ned for a suffi-
cient1y 1 arge alongshore domai n contai ni ng
the CODE site. Atmospheric pressure is a1 so
obtained to barometrica11y adjust sea level;
ai r and sea surface temperatures are ob-
tai ned from all offshore buoys. To prop-
erly assess non-local forcing of shelf cur-
rents at the CODE site, the large-scale
analysis domain extends equatorward to cen-
tral Baja California, 1800 km from the site.
In order to provide a sufficiently large
alongshore domain to resolve long coasta11y
trapped waves in our analyses, the domain
extends poleward to the Alaskan border,
more than 1800 km from the CODE si te.
The most intensely sampled time period
is from 1 December 1980 through 30' November
1982, but data from many stati ons wi 11
extend from 1 Apri 1 1900 through mi d-1984
to completely span the 1982-83 E1 Ni no event
in time. Only wi nd and sea 1 eve1 data from
the six-month subset of Marc h through Aug-
ust 1982 wi 11 be presented in thi s report
for compari son to the other CODE-2 data
sets~
To properly assess the response of sea
level and currents to wind forcing, the best
possible sets of winds must be obtained.
There are four wi nd sets whic h can be used
in the present study: measured wi nds and
three calculated wind fields. These ca1cu-
1 ated fi e 1 ds are (1) Bakun wi nds from F1 eet
Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC), Bakun
(1973); (2) mari ne wi nds from FNOC, Caton
et aL. (1978); and (3) six-hour forecast
wi nds from the Nati ona1 Weather Service
Limited Fine Mesh II (LFM-II) model, Newell
and Deaven (1980) and Gerri ty (1977) .
(Different boundary layer corrections are
applied to the Bakun and marine winds at
FNO C. )
Ideally, measured wi nds shou1 d be used,
and a 1 arge number of wi nd measurement sta-
tions exist along the West Coast of the U.S.
However, topographic influences and data
gaps are prob1 ems at many of them. Thi s
requires that winds be collected from as
many locations as possible both to find
enough good quality winds to provide ade-
quate alongshore resolution, and to find
enough backup stations to fill the gaps in
the primary stations. Calculated wind
fie1 ds are an attractive a1 ternative si nee
t hey do not have these prob 1 ems. These
winds are presently bei ng compared to meas-
ured winds to detennine if they adequately
represent the 1 arge-sca 1 e atmospheri c forc-
ing along the West Coast. Halliwell and
Allen (1984) show that Bak~n winds provide
a fai r1y adequate representati on of the
large-scale wind forcing field during sum-
mer if an additional boundary-layer correc-
tion (rotation only) that is a function of
alongshore position is applied. Vector
plots are also presented in this report for
compari son to the measured wi nds.
This report is organized as follows: The
stations and variables in the data base are
described in Section B.1, and the editing
and processi ng are presented in Secti on B. 2.
The wind and sea level data are discussed
in Sections C and D, respectively. This is
essenti ally the same fonnat used in the
181
CODE-1 large-scale data report (Halliwell
and Allen, 1983).
B. THE LARGE-SCALE DATA BASE FOR THE CODE-2
EXPER IMENT
B.1 Description of the Data Base
Information on measured wind stations
is summarized in Table 1. Only the measure-
ment stations with data available during the
CODE-2 experiment are included. The loca-
tions of these stations are shown in Fig-
ure 1. Information on the CODE analysis
grid is presented in Table 2. Time series
from the calculated wind fields are obtained
at these points. The locations of these
points are shown in Figure 2. The along-
shore separation of adjacent coastal grid
points is 180 km, sufficient to resolve the
smallest spatial scales in the LFM-analyzed
wind fields. Information on sea level sta-
tions is summarized in Table 3, and their
locations are shown in Figure 3. Atmos-
pheric pressure stations (Bakun only) used
to adjust these sea level time series are
also listed in Table 3.
Alongshore position is determined as
follows: The CODE central line is assigned
a position of 0 km, with alongshore dis-
tances poleward of this line assigned posi-
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tive values. In determining alongshore dis-
tances, sma 11 headlands and bays (.: 20 km)
are first visually smoothed.
B.2 Data Editing and Processing
Assembling the CODE large-scale data
base from many diverse sources requires
considerable effort to edit and process the
data. Characteristics of source meteoro-
logical data and analyzed meteorological
fields are summarized in Table 4. (Impor-
tant abbreviations in this table are listed
and explained at the bottom of the table.)
Only winds are routinely processed at all
s ta ti ons. In addi ti on, atmospheri c pres-
sure is processed at many measurement sta-
tions and CODE grid points for the calcula-
ted pressure fi el ds. Ai r and sea surface
temperatures are processed at all offshore
buoys, and calculated wind stress curl is
processed for Bakun data. Variables re-
ceived from all sources that were not pro-
cessed are also listed in Table 4.
The basic editorial procedure is as
fo 11 ows :
1. Transcribe manuscript data or teletype




2. Read source magnetic tapes or computer
cards into the computer. If for a gi ven
time seri es no source data are avai 1 abl e
at a given sample timj a missing data
spacer (the number 10 ~) is stored for
that time.
I'
3. Wind speed is adjusted to anemometer
height of 10 m assuming neutral stabil-
i ty. The correcti on factor is a functi on
of wind speed and anemometer height as
contoured in Fi gure 4.
4. Convert source wi nds to u and v compon-
ents.
5. Convert all variables to common units
(mb for pressure, m/s for wind and deg C
for temperature).
6. Check for physically unreal i stic data
values for each variable. If any exist,
replace these values by a missing data
spacer.
7. Search for unusual data jumps or spikes
by flagging all points in a time series
that differ from either the point before
or after it by more than three times the
standard devi ation of all fi rst-differ-
ences. Detennination of whether these
data jumps are due to one or more bad
data values is made by visual inspec-
tion of each flagged point with nearby
points in the series. If a point is
detennined to be bad, it is replaced by
a missing data spacer.
I'I
!.;
8. All short data gaps (( 12 hrs in length)
are filled using linear interpolation.
The mi ssi ng data spacers in these gaps
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TABLE 2: CODE Gri d for Analyzed Meteorol ogi-
cal Fi el ds and Interpol ated Sea Level Data
Coast
Along sho re Ori en-
Gri d Lati tude Longi tude Positi on tati on
Point (Deg Min) (Deg Min) (km) (Deg)
1 31°27It~ 116°44IW -1080 110
2 33 ~OO i N 11 7 ~ 2 l W - gJO 1 10
3 34°011N 118°53IW -720 100
4 34°3511~ 1200391W -540 gJ
5 35°391N 121°311W -360 128
6 37°181N 122°241W -100 102
7 38°421N 123°27'W 0 133
8 400121N 124°181W 100 130
9 41°46Ii~ 124°121W 360 103
10 43~211N 124°20Ii~ 540 73
11 44°581N 124°031W 720 85
12 46~361N 124 °051 W gJO 95
13 48°111N 124°421W 1080 120
14 49~231N 126 °061 W 1200 128
15 50 °3211~ 127°131 W 1440 100
16 52~10'N 128~191W 1620 115
17 53°391 N 130 °201 W 1800 120
18 3O~461N 118°211W
19 32°191;~ 119°08IW
20 32 ~561 N 121 ~031 W





26 41 ~461N 126~291W
27 43°21 IN 126°361 W




32 27~ 201 N 113 °521 W
33 28°471N 114°4lW



















































Figure 1: Code-2 meteorological stations.
185
9. The time zone is adjusted to GMT where
necessary. The unfiltered data selected
for this report start at 1200 Z, 26 Feb-
ruary and end at 1100 Z, 3 September
1982 for hourly data and 0600 Z, 3 Sep-
tember 1982 for si x-hourly data. These
times were selected so that filtered
data would span the period 1 March
through 31 August.
10. All time series are filtered (40 hr
low-passed) and converted to a common
sampling rate of At = 6 hr. Data with
sampl ing rates of 12 hr are 1 inearlyi nterpo lated to At = 6 hr before
filtering.
11. Time series are plotted and checked.
12. Sea levels are barometrically adjusted
by adding atmospheric pressure (Tab 1 e
4).
C. WIND J)ATA
C.1 Statistical Suimary of Measured
Winds
t~easured wind statistics for all avail-
able stations between 1200 Z, 26 February
and 1100 Z, 3 September 1982 computed using
unfi 1 tered da ta are summari zed in Tab 1 e 5.
In addition to the basic statistics of the
u and v components, principal axes and
coastline orientations, plus standard devi-
ations of the principal axes wind compon-
ents are included. A summary of data gaps
is also presented. The same information is
186
presented for calculated Bakun winds between
1200 Z, 26 February and 0600 Z, 3 September
1982 in Table 6.
C.2 Plots of Measured and Bakun Winds
Three sets of 40-hr low-passed wind
plots are presented. Data are filtered with
a symmetric Cosine-Lanczos filter, Pittock
et aL. (1982). First, vector plots of meas-
ured winds at 40 sel~cted stations are pre-
sented in Figure 5. S'econd, major and minor
axis plots of measured winds at the same
stations are presented in Figure 6. (Refer
to Table 6 for principal axes orientations.)
Third, vector plots of Bakun winds at selec-
ted coasta 1 gri d points are presented in
Fi gure 7 for comparison to the measured
winds. Some of the measured wind stations
are not plotted if data from other rela-
tively good quality nearby stations are
plotted. For Bakun winds, every other
coastal grid point is adequate to plot due
to high coherence at separation scales less
than a few hundred kilometers. Note that
the low-pass filter requires 2.5 days to be
discarded at each end, which increases the
length of each internal data gap documented
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TABLE 4: Meteorological Data Source Information (Continued)
I '
S amp 1 i ng Time s Source Uni ts ather
ISource Stations and Ti me Zone Source Format Pressure Wi nds . Vari ab 1 es Recei ved
5. Mari ne ci rcuit ARL (1) (5) tel etype out- ( none) speed - knots ( ( none)åt=l hr( 1) (5) GMT
reports - south PIG å t= 1 h r ( 1) (5). put (coded and di recti on - 16 pt. 7)
region (NWS WSFO SLIR å t= 1 h r keypunc hed)
¡ :
Redwood Ci ty) PPB
6. Meteorological (5Jåt=3 hr(1) (3) (5)PST mari ne coastal (not speed - knots () sky condi ti on
data logs from HJI.. åt=3 hr (1) weathe r log digitized) di recti on - 16 pt. 7 vi s i bi 1 ity
NeC PCB 07,10,13,16,19 (coded and sea state
PIL åt=3 hr( 5) (9) keypunched) ai r temperature
L ~
PIN å t= 3 h r
7. Batell e NW Labs CBT( 10) (1) (5) magnetic tape (none) speed - m/ s ( none)å t=l hr( 1) (5) PST
wind tower data. åt=l hr di recti on-degrees 
cl oc kwi se from N
8. OSU Oceanography NEW åt=l hr GMT magnetic tape mb u,v - m/s ( none)
PSG
å t= 1 h r ( 1) (5) PS T
í
9. Pacific Gas DIA magneti c tape ( none) speed - mph dew poi nt l ,
and Electric . di recti on-degrees ai r temperature
clockwise from N
10. Sc ri pp s Insti tuti on BML åt=l hr PST magneti c tape ( none) alongshore and ( none)
of Oceanograp hy SRA across-shore
11. WHO! CODE buoys N3 åt=l hr Ii.. T magnetic tape mb speed - m/ s ai r temperature
C2 (C5 only) di recti on-degrees sea surf ace tem-


















TABLE 4: Meteorological Data Source Information (Continued)
Source
Samp 1 i ng Ti mes
Stati ons and Time Zone Source Format








CSJ (13) tit=l hr GMT ( none)
Source Uni ts
Pressure Wi nds OtherVari ables Received
12. Canada Climate
Ce n t re
(none) speed - m/ s
di recti on-degrees( 12)




14. San Lui s Obi spo
Ai r Pollution
Control Di stri ct
t40R
GRO




speed - m/ s
di recti on-degrees












mb wi nd stress di ver-
gence
wi nd stress curl
Ekman transport
Sverdru.p Transport
- - - -
Notes:
(1) Occasional (( 2u percent) missing data observations. For the SSEC University of Wisconsin data set, most missing reports were due to down
time of the McIDAS computers at Wisconsin used for real-time data collection.
i.. (2) After mid-July 1981, station did not record data at night. The number of observations per day is given in brackets.
l (3) The station did not record data at night. The number of observations per day is given in brackets.
(4) The station di d not record data at ni ght or on weekends. The number of observati ons per day duri ng the week is gi ven in brackets.




TABLE 5: Statistical Summary of Measured Winds
r' Coast( 4) Principal( 4)
Principal
Along shore Da ta Gap S uinma ry Percent Axes Wi nd u,v Basic Statistics (m/s)
Posi ti on Ori en- Good Axes Std Dev (m/s) Compo- Std
l Station (km) tati on Number Start Time End Time Data Major I~inor Major Minor nents Mean Oev t4ax Min
PRR 1883 120 ( None) 100 140 50 3.29 1.83 u 0.07 2.78 8.33 -11.06
r
v 1.00 2.54 12.51 -7 . 46
BON 1782 125 (Data Ordered) u
v
L
CSJ 1760 115 ( None) 100 117 27 6.00 3.80 u 2.68 4.57 18.13 - 20 . 72
MCI( 1)
v -1. 50 6.31 19.68 -16.23
163) 115 (24 Short Gap s) 91 111 21 5.15 2.84 u 0.70 3.24 12.05 -10.94
RSP( 2)




CSC 1467 134 ( None) 100 101 11 3.09 1.32 u -0.03 1.42 7.06 -7.15
L
v 0.59 3.05 12.80 -9.43
NOO 1286 134 (Data Orde red) u
LEN( 3)
v
1215 134 1 03/01/0200 03/01/1000 33 37 -53 4.68 4.13 . u -1.93 4.49 10 . 00 -4.85





CPF 1104 120 1 02/26/1200 06/20/23)0 39 48 -42 2.55 2.07 u 0.80 2.30 10. 25 -8 .07
v 2.ù5 2.35 -4.92 -6.84
i I~BA 1101 120 1 06/13/2200 06/20/23)0 96 176 86 3.04 1.80 u 1.55 3.04 9.96 -12.48
I . v 0.26 1.81 13.52 -6 . 44
i
QUI 1055 110 ( None) 100 13) 40 2.15 1. 78 0.72 1.94 8.94 -5.32u
v 0.31 2.01 7.88 -5 .85
DST 1022 110 1 02/26/1200 06/20/23)0 39 138 48 3.31 1.34 u 1.22 2.63 9.45 -5.90
v -0.73 2.42 9.16 -7 . 22
HOQ 942 95 1 05/01/0000 05/02/1200 99 100 ro 3.68 2.38 u 1.85 3.40 13.52 -11.67
v -0. 44 2.76 13.73 -11. 70
GRH 936 95 1 08/24/1700 09/03/1100 95 100 10 4.04 2.86 u 1.54 2.91 12.48 -9.96
v -0.96 4.01 22.66 -11. 47
CPO 865 90 1 06/13/2200 06/20/2300 96 112 22 5.06 2.89 u 1.06 3.28 12.48 -17.56
v 0.49 4.82 24.57 -9.96
193
¡-




Along shore Data Gap Summary Percent Axes Wind u,v Basic Statistics (m/s)
Posi ti on Ori en- Good Axes Std Dev (m/s) Std
Station ( km) tati on Number Start Time End Time Data Major Minor Major Minor Mean Dev Max Min
¡
CLB 854 ~ 1 03/07/0200 09/03/1100 5 115 25 5.73 4.57 u -0.24 4.82 11. 83 -9.79
2 v 4.02 5.54 14.17 -7 .72
r :
AST 850 90 ( None) 100 144 54 3.34 2.58 u 1.53 3.10 10.64 -8.61
v 0.56 2.86 12. 97 -8.09
i~EW 683 82 ( None) 100 77 -13 3.14 1. 72 u 0.14 1.83 6.23 -7.49
¡ .-
v -1 . 00 3.08 10 . 54 -12.23
51 U 612 81 1 02/26/1200 03/04/1500 93 89 -1 5.47 2.50 u 1.05 2.51 17.27 -9.52
2 06/13/19J0 06/20/23)0 v -1.76 5.47 22.66 -18.47
NOB 547 73 ( I~one) 100 111 21 4.59 2.19 u 1.14 2.64 11.88 -7.52
v -1.46 4.35 13.32 -1 7 . 92
CB T (9. 1 m) 480 90 1 02/26/1200 06/14/0roO 43 97 7 5.82 2.03 u 0.22 2.15 8.02 -7.19
v -4. 01 5.78 13.31 -14.04
CBT (45.7 m) 480 90 1 02/26/1200 06/14/ùfiO 43 99 9 5.44 1.66 u 0.40 1.86 5.63 -4.97
v -3.89 5.38 12.39 -12.80
CBL 480 90 1 03/ '5/ 1roO 03/31/ 1500 73 63 -27 9.84 4.55 u -1.65 6.01 39.52 -13.23




f. .6 06/20/0500 06/29/19J0
7 07/01/0000 07/04/0100
8 07/04/03)0 07 /09/0 ro 0
I9 07/09/0000 07/13/1roO
10 07/18/03)0 07/21/ 1500 ,
11 08/31/0400 09/03/1100
PSG 362 103 1 05/18/0600 06/03/1000 91 107 17 5.17 2.09 u -0.35 2.50 12.26 -13.25
v -0.13 4.98 15. 58 -17.49
CCY 362 103 1 05/01/1000 05/02/1500 99 107 17 5.00 2.38 u 1.24 2.72 11.45 -21. 41
v -0.63 4.82 15.16 -16.45
ACA 270 75 ( I~one) 100 122 32 3.55 1.93 u LiB 2.48 9.33 -9.33
v . -0.60 3.19 11.16 -10.74
HJM 246 75 1 02/28/0300 03/01/0700 99 98 8 4.02 2.00 u 0.37 2.07 9.96 -13.39




TABLE 5: Stati sti ca 1 Summary of Measured Wi nds (Conti nued)
r Coast( 4) P ri nc i pa 1 ( 4)
P ri nci pa 1
WindAlongshore Data Gap Summary Percent Axes u, v Basic Statistics (m/s)Position Ori en- Good Axes Std Dev (m/s) Compo- Std
l Station ( km) u tati on Number Start Time End Ti me Data t4ajor Minor Major Minor nents ¡"'ean Dev ¡"'ax r"'i n
B22 240 75 ( None) 100 86 -4 5.~ 2.02 u 0.41 2.05 12.46 - 10 . 23
ie
v -2. 20 5.89 18.72 -16.67
PCB 87 90 1 06/08/2000 06/12/0000 94 125 35 3.52 1.48 u 1.04 2.35 11.45 - 7 . 45
2 08/04/0200 08/08/19)0 V -0.89 3.02 15.01 -11.45
¡
3 08/14/2000 08/17/ 1500
ß14 71 100 CNo ne ) 100 112 22 6.10 2.15 u 2.53 3.04 12.15 -9.95
V -3.34 5.71 18.83 -15.98
ARl 41 110 ( None) 100 98 8 5.01 1.81 u 0.27 1.91 12.43 -10 . 30
L
V -2 . 43 4.98 18.47 -14.07
IB 19 133 (Corrected Data Requested) u
v
L
SRA 0 133 1 08/16/ 1 roo 09/03/1100 91 122 32 3.00 1.93 u 1.04 2.58 11.81 -6.96
v -1 . 10 3.40 11.81 -9.66
C2 0 133 (Corrected Data Requested) u
L
v
C3 0 133 1 02/26/1200 03/24/1200 67 133 43 6.50 2.01 u 4.49 4.66 15.09 -11.15
2 07/28/1300 09/03/1100 v -3.39 4.96 13. 32 -13.03
C4 0 133 (Corrected Data Requested) u
L
v
C5 0 133 1 02/26/1200 03/ '5/ 1200 75 109 19 6.42 1.87 u 3.27 2.73 9.23 -9.88
2 08/19/1300 09/03/1100 v -6. 69 6.11 14.91 -18.27
L
R3 -35 133 1 02/26/1200 03/23/1200 78 135 45 6.17 1.94 u 4.58 4.60 14.74 -10 . 36
2 08/17/1300 09/03/1100 v -3. 38 4.55 13. 85 -12.81
BI"'l -46 133 ( None) 100 136 46 4.02 2.42 u 2.00 3.34 14.53 -7.54
v -0.85 3.29 14.93 -9.24
B13 -61 133 ( No ne ) 100 132 42 5.74 2.10 u 4.34 4.13 15. 54 -10.90
v -3.11 4.51 14.52 -1 1. 44
PIL -156 105 08/31/2300 09/02/2100 99 139 49 4.55 2.J3 u 2.62 3.68 16.84 -13.96
I . v -0.43 3.36 17 . 24 -12.58
I 312 -171 105 02/26/1200 04/23/1roO 70 111 21 3.96 1.17 u 2.54 1. 78 10.00 -2.69i
v -3 . 25 3.73 9.56 -13.94
l,
PIG -191 102 ( None) 100 137 47 5.68 2.66 u 2.37 4.53 14.51 -19.61




TABLE 5: Statistical Summary of Measured Winds (Continued) l
Principal r ..
Coast( 4) P ri nc i pa 1 ( 4) rAlongshore Data Gap Summary Percent Axes Wind u,v Basic Statistics (m/s)
Posi ti on Ori en- Good Axes Std Dev (m/s) Compo- Std
Station (km) tati on Number Start Time End Time Data Major Minor Major Mi nor nents Mean Dev Max Min
PIN -271 110 1 05/18/1200 05/19/ HilO 99 140 !D 3.24 2.67 u 3.26 3.02 17. 92 -5.95
v 0.32 2.92 14.07 -11.45
MRY -278 110 1 04/ll/2200 OS/20/1200 99 151 61 1.93 1. 24 u 1.18 1. 79 9.69 -5.33
v -0.21 1.44 6.98 -7 .41
SUR -301 115 ( None) 100 116 26 5.01 1.56 u 1.43 2.60 9.52 -10.30 lv -3 . 42 4.56 16.03 - 12. 48
PPB -401 130 1 03/ 18/ 1 !l 0 03/31/2300 83 141 51 4.75 1.44 u 3.15 3.82 15.53 -13.50 I
2 06/13/0700 06/29/2ll0 v -2 . 58 3.18 10.30 -12.23
3 08/28/2200 08/31/ 1400
MOR -455 130 (t~one) 100 159 69 2.23 1. 23 u 1.00 2.14 7.81 -6 . 29
v -0.21 1.39 5.71 -6.71
DIA (9.1 m) -464 120 1 07/22/0300 07/23/1000 99 139 49 4.34 1. 21 u 2.70 3.73 12.55 -12.26
v -2.62 3.33 10 .18 -11.87
alA (76.2 m) -464 120 1 08/3)/1000 09/01/ 19J0 99 134 44 4.32 1.22 u 2.14 3.12 9.49 -10.91
v -2 . 44 3.23 10.01 -lù.71
GRO -487 90 1 J 2/26/1200 05/ù1/0700 66 161 71 2.09 1.07 u 1.24 2.01 7.52 -3.47
v -0. 17 1.21 4.01 -4.24
B11 -506 90 1 02/26/1200 03/10/2200 93 127 37 4.11 1.62 u 3.25 2.80 10 . 89 -7.10
v -3. 45 3.43 11. 24 -10.67
ß23 -563 90 1 02/26/1200 04/06/2ll0 63 123 33 4.02 1.44 u 4.14 2.49 9.40 -9.90
2 04/27/0000 OS/26/2300 v -6. 71 3.47 6.24 -13.58
SBA -623 175 ( None) 100 181 91 2.74 1.92 u 0.39 2.74 14.40 -9.55
v 0.91 1.92 7.07 -8.39
B25 -6!D 170 1 02/26/1200 04/ 2f/ 1!l0 72 165 75 2.46 1.09 u 2.50 2.39 11.00 -5.71
v 0.00 1. 24 4.32 -5.37
I~UG -678 155 ( None) 100 177 87 2.40 1.59 u 1.39 2.39 11.11 -12.20
v -0. 11 1.59 9.40 -9 . 46
SNI -685 155 1 05/01/0000 05/02/1400 91 133 43 3.45 1.57 u 3.12 2.60 11.06 -8.05
v -2.75 2.75 7.56 -10.52
824 -750 155 1 02/26/1200 04/14/0200 75 135 45 3.56 1.24 u 4.78 2.66 12.71 -5.11




TABLE 5: Statistical Summary of Measured Winds (Continued)
r Coast( 4) P ri nc i pa 1 ( 4)
P ri nci pa 1
Alongshore Data Gap Summary Percent Axes Wind u, v Basi c Stati sti cs (m/ s)Position Ori en- Good Axes Std Dev (m/s) Compo- Std
r'
Station ( km) tati on Number Start Time End Ti me Data Major Mi nor Major Mi nor nents Mean Dev I~ax Min
LOS -757 150 ( None) 100 187 97 2.97 1.37 u 2.45 2.96 11.25 - 5. 70
l':
v 0.73 1.41 8.29 -4. 94
LßC -785 150 ( None) 100 130 40 2.54 2.08 u 1.09 2.28 9.16 - 10.64
v 1.05 2.37 11. 70 -5 . 62
SCI -825 130 ( I~one) 100 156 6ó 2.54 1.52 u 2.49 2.12 9.99 -6.20
v 0.18 1.66 12.63 -4.65
SDO -936 105 ( None) 100 121 31 3.02 2.21 u 2.31 2.45 9.55 -6.9J
v -0.48 2.82 13. 32 -8.59
I14P( 1) -954 105 (27 Short Gap s) 66 173 83 2.24 1. 66 u 1.94 2.23 9.02 -8.07
v 0.63 1.67 12.17 -4.01
¡~otes :
(1) Thi s station usually closed on weekends.
(2) Information about this station has been requested from the source agency.
. (3) Data for 6/1 through 8/31 has been ordered from the source agency,




LTable 6: Bakun Wi nd Stati sties
r ~
Along shore Co a s t Principal P ri ne i pa 1 Ax e s Wind u, v Basi e Stati sties (m/s) r
Gri d Position Ori enta ti on Axes S td De v (m/ s ) Compo - Std
Points (km) (Degrees) M aj 0 r 1'4 i no r Major M i no r nents Mean Dev ¡v1ax Mi n
rCG01 - 1000 110 123 33 2.78 1. 70 u 4.68 2.08 9.70 -4.51
v -7.34 2.51 4.13 -13.08
CG02 - SOO 110 135 45 3.10 2.02 u 4.73 2.61 11.63 -6.92
r 'v -5.82 2.62 6.53 -11.01
CG03 -720 150 129 39 3.25 2.20 u 4.92 2.67 1 2. 94 -6.36
v -5.02 2.87 7.29 -10.99
I:CG04 -540 SO 110 20 3.25 2.13 u 4.29 2.29 11.63 -3.65
v -4. 24 3.14 8.78 -10.23
CG05 -360 128 105 15 3.73 2.17 u 3.63 2.31 10 .64 -4.67
v -4.64 3.65 12.63 - 10 . 88 I
102 2 4.40 2.31 2.69 2.32 9.70 -5.12 iCG06 -180 92 u l"
v -5.01 4.40 15.66 -12.55
CG07 0 133 00 -10 5.15 2.42 u 1.61 2.54 11.01 -5.24
r
v -4.96 5.10 17.10 -16.04 l
CG08 180 130 71 -19 5.59 2.67 u 0.74 3.12 13.20 -9.19
v -4 . 6 3 5.36 17 . 82 -16.61
CG09 360 130 61 -29 5.23 2.97 u 0.15 3.65 13.55 -12.22
v -3. 91 4.79 17.15 -14.77
CG10 540 73 63 -27 4.97 2.85 u 0.50 3.41 1 1 . 68 -11.65
v -3. 20 4.61 16.54 -14.86
CG11 720 85 76 -14 4.41 2.80 u 1.29 2.92 9.33 - 10.96
v -3.06 4.34 15.86 -15.89
CG12 9)0 95 98 8 4.11 2.70 u 1.63 2.73 9.70 -9.20
v -2.88 4.09 15.97 -15.54
CG13 1080 120 109 19 4.11 2.73 u 1. 79 2.91 10 . 00 - 7 . 94
v -2.36 3.98 16.75 -14.09
CG14 1260 128 111 21 4.20 2.85 u 1.87 3.06 10.00 -11.01
v -1. 63 4.05 16.80 -12.04
CG15 1440 100 104 14 4.82 3.03 u 1.80 3.17 9.08 -14.32
v -0.68 4.73 16.21 -11.75
CG16 1620 115 126 36 4.68 3.49 u 1.92 3.93 9.84 -18.80
v -0.65 4.32 13.89 -10.26
CG17 1000 120 128 38 5.37 3.40 1.44 4.26 9.26 -24.95 iU i
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D. COASTAL SEA lEVEL DATA
D.1 Statistical Summary of Adjusted
Coastal Sea level
Adjusted coastal sea level statistics
for all available measurement stations are
summari zed in Tab 1 e 7.
D.2 Plots of Adjusted Coastal Sea level
Plots of 40-hr low-passed adjusted sea
level time series are presented for all
stations except Toke Point, the only sta-
tion with a gap, in Figure 8.
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Minor Axis Wind Component
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Major Axis. Wind Component
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R E P R T  D O U M E N T A T I O N  1 1 '  R E P O R T  N O .
P A G E  W H O I - 8 5 - 3 5
1 2 .
3 .  R e c i p i e n t s  A c c e s s i o n  N o ,
4 ,  T i t l e  a n d  S u b t i t l e
C O D E - 2 :  M o o r e d  A r r a y  a n d  L a r e - S c a l e  D a t a  R e p o r t
5 .  R e p o r t  D a t e
N o v e m b e r  1 9 8 5
6 .
7  A u t h o r ( s )  l o c n a r d  L i m e b u r n e r ,  E d i  l o r .  A u l l i o n s :  C . A .  A h : : : s s i ,  R . C .  D e a r d  8 . . . ~ .  .
.  .  .  r " n o r m i n s  O r a n l z a t i o n  R e p t , N o .
s l y ,  R .  L i m e b u ~ ~ e r ,  . ~ . K .  R ~ s e n f e l d ,  S . J .  L e n t ~ ,  E .  S e n d ,  C . D .  W i n a n t ,  J . S .  W H O I - 8 5 - 3 5
9 .  r . . n u n n l n .  . . . . m . . ' a ~ l i  " A c i l e s ~ .  . u  r o w n ,  - . D .  I r i s !  i  1 0 ,  P r j e c / T a s k / W o r k  U n i t  N o ,
W o o d s  H o l e  O c e a n o g r a p h i c  I n s t i t u t i o n
W o o d s  H o l e ,  M a s s a c h u s e t t s  0 2 5 4 3  1 1 ,  C o n t r a c t ( C )  o r  G r a n t ( G )  N o .
( C )  O C E  8 0 - 1 4 9 4 1
O C E  8 4 - 1 7 7 6 9
( G )
1 2 ,  S p o n s o r l n s  O r s a n i z a t i o n  N a m e  a n d  A d d r e s
1 3 .  T y p e  o f  R e p o r t  &  P e r i o d  C o v e r e d
N a t i o n a l  S c i e n c e  F o u n d a t i o n
T e c h n i c a l
1 4 .
1 5 .  S u p p l e m e n t a r y  N o t e s
T h i s  r e p o r t  s h o u l d  b e  c i t e d  ã s :  W o o d s  H o l e  O c e a n o g .  I n s t .  T e c h .  R e p t . ,  W H O I - 8 5 - 3 5 .  ( C O D E
T e c h n i c a l  R e p o r t  N o .  3 8 )
1 6 .  A b s r a c t  ( L i m i t :  2 0 0  w o r d s )
- -
T h e  C o a s t a l  O c e a n  D y n a m i c s  E x p e r i m e n t  ( C O D E )  w a s  u n d e r t a k e n  t o  i d e n t i f y  a n d  s t u d y  t h e  i m p o r t a n t
d y n a m i c a l  p r o c e s s e s  w h i c h  g o v e r n  t h e  w i n d - d r i v e n  m o t i o n  o f  c o a s t a l  w a t e r  o v e r  t h e .  c o n t i n e n t a l
s h e l f  .
T h i s  r e p o r t  p r e s e n t s  a  b a s i c  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  m o o r e d  a r r a y  d a t a  a n d  s o m e  o t h e r  E u l e r i a n  d a t a
c o l l e c t e d  d u r i n g  C O D E - 2 .  A  b r i e f  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  C O D E - 2  f i e l d  p r o g r a m  i s  p r e s e n t e d  f i r s t ,
f o l l o w e d  b y  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  c o m m o n  d a t a  a n a l y s i s  p r o c e d u r e s  u s e d  t o  p r o d u c e  t h e  v a r i o u s  d a t a
s e t s  p r e s e n t e d  h e r e .  T h e n  b a s i c  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  d a t a  s e t s  a r e  p r e s e n t e d :  ( a )  t h e
c o a s t a l  a n d  m o o r e d  m e t e o r o l o g i c a l  m e a s u r e m e n t s ,  ( b )  t h e  m o o r e d  c u r r e n t  m e a s u r e m e n t s ,  ( c )  a r r a y
p l o t s  o f  t h e  s u r f a c e  w i n d  s t r e s s  a n d  n e a r - s u r f a c e  c u r r e n t  m e a s u r e m e n t s ,  ( d )  t h e  m o o r e d  t e m p e r a t u r e
a n d  c o n d u c t i v i t y  o b s e r v a t i o n s ,  ( e )  t h e  b o t t o m  p r e s s u r e  m e a s u r e m e n t i ; ,  a n d  ( f )  t h e  w i n d  a n d  a d j u s t e d
c o a s t a l  s e a  l e v e l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  o b t a i n e d  a s  p a r t  o f  t h e  C O D E - 2  l a r g e - s c a l e  c o m p o n e n t .
1 7 .  D o c u m e n t  A n a l y s i s  a .  D e s c r i p t o r s
1 .  C o a s t a l  D y n a m i c s
2 .  C u r r e n t  M e a s u r e m e n t s
3 .  M o o r e d  T e m p e r a t u r e  a n d  C u r r e n t  O b s e r v a t i o n s
4 .  B o t t o m  P r e s s u r e  M e a s u r e m e n t s
5 .  W i n d  a n d  A d j u s t e d  S e a  L e v e l  O b s e r v a t i o n s
b ,  I d e n t i f i e r s / O p e n - E n d e d  T e r m s
c .  C O S A T I  F i e l d / G r o u p
1 8 .  A v a i l a b i l t y  S t a t e m e n ~
A p p r o v e d  f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n ;  d i s t r i b u t i o n  u n l i m i t e d .
1 9 ,  S e u r i t y  C l a s s  ( T h i s  R e p o r t )
U N C L A S S I F I E D
2 1 ,  N o ,  o f  P a s e s
2 3 4
- -
2 0 ,  S e u r i t y  C l a s s  ( T h i s  P a g e )
2 2 .  P r i c e
( S e e  A N S I - Z 3 9 , l S )
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D e p a r t m e n t  o f  C o m m e r c e
~ -
- -  - ~
- -  , - ê ' _ _
D O C U M E N T  L I B R A R Y
A p r i l  9 ,  1 9 8 5
D I S T R I B U T I O N  L I S T  F O R  T E C H N I C A L  R E P O R T  E X C H A N G E
I n s t i t u t e  o f  M a r i n e  S c i e n c e s  L i b r a r y
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  A l a s k a
O ' : - e i l l  B u i l d i n g
9 0 5  K o y u k u k  A v e . ,  N o r t h
F a i r b a n k s ,  A K
M I T  L i b r a r i e s
S e r i a l  J o u r n a l  R o o m  1 4 E - 2 1 0
C a m b r i d g e ,  M A  0 2 1 3 9
A t t n :  S t e l l a  S a n c h e z - W a d e
D o c u m e n t s  S e c t i o n
S c r i p p s  I n s t i t u t i o n  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y
L i b r a r y ,  M a i l  C o d e  C - 0 7 5 C
L a  J o l l a ,  C A  9 2 0 9 3
D i r e c t o r ,  R a l p h  M .  P a r s o n s  L a b o r a t o r y
R o o m  4 8 - 3 1 1
M I T
C a m b r i d g e ,  M A  0 2 1 3 9
H a n c o c k  L i b r a r y  o f  B i o l o g y  &  O c e a n o g r a p h y
A l a n  H a n c o c k  L a b o r a t o r y
U  n i  v e r s i t y  o f  S o u t h e r n  C a l i f o r n i a
U  n i  v e r s i t y  P a r k
L o s  A n g e l e s ,  C A  9 0 0 8 9 - 0 3 7 1
M a r i n e  R e s o u r c e s  I n f o r m a t i o n  C e n t e r
B l d g .  E 3 8 - 3 2 0
M I T
C a m b r i d g e ,  M A  0 2 1 3 9
L i b r a r y
L a m o n t - D o h e r t y  G e o l o g i c a l  O b s e r v a t o r y
C o l o m b i a  U n i v e r s i t y
P a l i s a d e s ,  N Y  1 0 9 6 4
G i f t s  &  E x c h a n g e s
L i b r a r y
B e d f o r d  I n s t i t u t e  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y
P . O .  B o x  1 0 0 6
D ~ r t m o u t h ,  N S ,  B 2 Y  4 A 2 ,  C A N A D A
L i b r a r y
S e r i a l s  D e p a r t m e n t
O r e g o n  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y
C o r v a l l i s ,  O R  9 7 3 ; 3 1
O f f i c e  o f  t h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l
I c e  P a t r o l
c :  0  C o a s t  G u a r d  R  &  D  C e n t e r
A  v e r y  P o i n t
G r o t o n .  C T  0 6 3 4 0
P e l l  M a r i n e  S c i e n c e  L i b r a r y
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  R h o d e  I s l a n d
N a r r a g a n s e t t  B a y  C a m ' p u s
N a r r a g a n s e t t ,  R I  0 2 8 8 2
L i b r a r y
P h y s i c a l  O c e a n o g r a p h i c  L a b o r a t o r y
: - o v a  U n i v e r s i t y
, ' 3 0 0 0  N .  O c e a n  D r i v e
D a n i a ,  F L  3 3 3 0 4
W o r k i n g  C o l l e c t i o n
T e x a s  A & M  U n i v e r s i t y
D e p t .  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y
C o l l e g e  S t a t i o n ,  T X  7 7 8 4 3
) J O A A  E D I S  M i a m i  L i b r a r y  C e n t e r
1 3 0 1  R i c k e n b a c k e r  C a u s e w a y
M i a m i .  F L  3 3 1 4 9
L i b r a r y
V i r g i n i a  I n s t i t u t e  o f  M a r i n e  S c i e n c e
G l o u c e s t e r  P o i n t .  V  A  : . 3 0 6 2
L i  b r a r y
S k i d a w a y  I n s t i t u t e  o f  O c e a n o g r a p h y
P . O .  B o x  1 3 6 8 7
S a v a n n a h ,  G A  3 1 4 1 6
F i s h e r i e s - O c e a n o g r a p h y  L i b r a r y
1 5 1  O c e a n o g r a p h y  T e a c h i n g  B l d g .
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  W a s h i n g t o n
S e a t t l e ,  W  A  9 8 1 9 5
I n s t i t u t e  o f  G e o p h y s i c s
U n i v e r s i t y  o f  H a w a i i
L i b r a r y  R o o m  2 5 2
: 2 5 2 5  C o r r e a  R o a d
H o n o l u l u ,  H I  9 6 8 2 2
L i b r a r y
R . S , M , A . S ,
U  n i  v e r s i t y  o f  M i a m i
4 6 0 0  R i c k e n b a c k e r  C a u s e w a y
M i a m i ,  F L  3 3 1 4 9
L i  b r a r y
C h e s a p e a k e  B a y  I n s t i t u t e
1 8 0 0  A t w e l l  R o a d
S h a d y  S i d e .  M D  : 2 0 8 7 6
